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Abstract
Kronheimer and Mrowka asked whether the difference between the four-dimensional
clasp number and the slice genus can be arbitrarily large. This question is answered
affirmatively by studying a knot invariant derived from equivariant singular instanton
theory, and which is closely related to the Chern–Simons functional. This also an-
swers a conjecture of Livingston about slicing numbers. Also studied is the singular
instanton Frøyshov invariant of a knot. If defined with integer coefficients, this gives a
lower bound for the unoriented slice genus, and is computed for quasi-alternating and
torus knots. In contrast, for certain other coefficient rings, the invariant is identified
with a multiple of the knot signature. This result is used to address a conjecture by
Poudel and Saveliev about traceless SUp2q representations of torus knots. Further,
for a concordance between knots with non-zero signature, it is shown that there is a
traceless representation of the concordance complement which restricts to non-trivial
representations of the knot groups. Finally, some evidence towards an extension of the
slice-ribbon conjecture to torus knots is provided.
∗The work of AD was supported by NSF Grant DMS-1812033 and NSF FRG Grant DMS-1952762.
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1 Introduction
In previous work [DS], the authors introduced a framework for studying S1-equivariant
instanton Floer theoretic invariants for a knot K in an integer homology 3-sphere Y . Morally
the constructions are derived from Morse theory for the Chern–Simons functional on the
space of singular SUp2q connections framed at a basepoint on K. This space has an S1-
action, and the critical set is acted on freely except for a unique isolated fixed point. This
critical set is naturally in bijection with traceless representations of pi1pY zKq into SUp2q,
i.e., SUp2q-representations of the knot group which send a distinguished meridian near the
basepoint of K to i P SUp2q.
The details of the constructions rely on the extensive work of Kronheimer and Mrowka,
who developed the foundations of singular instanton Floer theory [KM11b, KM11a]. We
show in [DS] that many of the invariants defined by Kronheimer and Mrowka can be
recovered from the equivariant framework.
In this paper we continue our study of the theory initiated in [DS], with an emphasis
on topological applications. We carry out computations for several families of 2-bridge
knots and torus knots. Using the structure of the Chern–Simons filtration and computations
of singular Frøyshov invariants, we obtain information about the four-dimensional clasp
number of knots, fundamental groups of concordance complements, and more.
The four-dimensional clasp number of a knot
A normally immersed surface is a smoothly immersed surface in a manifold which has
transverse double points. The 4-dimensional clasp number cspKq of a knot K is the minimal
number of double points realized by a normally immersed disk in B4 with boundary K
[Shi74]. Recall that two knots K and K 1 in the 3-sphere are concordant if they cobound
a properly smoothly embedded annulus in r0, 1s ˆ S3. Clearly cspKq is a concordance
invariant. In the literature cspKq is also called the 4-ball crossing number [OS16]. Variations
of cs can be defined by keeping track of the signs of double points. Let cs` pKq (resp. cs´ pKq)
denote the minimal number of positive (resp. negative) double points realized by a normally
immersed disk in B4 with boundary K. Then cspKq ě cs` pKq ` cs´ pKq.
A standard construction allows us to remove a double point of a normally immersed
surface at the expense of increasing the genus. We thus have
cspKq ě gspKq
where gspKq is the slice genus of K, the minimal genus of a smoothly embedded oriented
surface in the 4-ball which has boundary K. Kronheimer and Mrowka asked [KM, Kro]:
Question 1. Can the difference cspKq ´ gspKq be arbitrarily large?
The following result answers this question in the affirmative, and shows in fact that the
difference cs` pKq ´ gspKq can be arbitrarily large:
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Theorem 1. Let K1 be the knot 74, which is the p15, 4q 2-bridge knot, and let Kn be the
n-fold connected sum of K1. Then we have:
cs` pKnq ´ gspKnq ě n{5.
We remark that in a recent article, Juhász and Zemke answered Question 1 independently,
using tools from Heegaard Floer homology, by showing that cspKq´gspKq can be arbitrarily
large for a different family of knots [JZ20]. Theorem 1 answers the question in [JZ20] which
asks whether cs` pKq ´ gspKq can be arbitrarily large.
Theorem 1 also addresses a conjecture made in [Liv02]. The slicing number of a knot K
is the minimum number of crossing changes required to convert K into a slice knot. Any
sequence of i crossing changes, which slices K, can be used to form an immersed disk in B4
with boundary K and i double points. Thus the slicing number of K is at least as large as
cspKq. A refinement keeps track of positive and negative crossing changes. Let I Ă Z2ě0 be
the set of pairs pm,nq such that a collection of m positive crossing changes and n negative
crossing changes converts K into a slice knot. Livingston defines
UspKq :“ minpm,nqPI maxpm,nq.
Then Us is again bounded below by gs and Livingston asked if Us ´ gs can be arbitrarily
large [Liv02, Conjecture 5.4]. Since cs` pKq ď UspKq, we have the following corollary.
Corollary 1. The quantity UspKnq ´ gspKnq is at least n{5, and hence the difference
Us ´ gs can be arbitrarily large.
It is easy to construct a genus 1 slicing surface for K1 (see Figure 1) and thus a genus
n slicing surface for Kn. Murasugi’s inequality gspKq ě |12σpKq| and the computation
σpKnq{2 “ ´n imply gspKnq “ n. So the non-trivial part of Theorem 1 is to provide the
lower bound 6n{5 for cs` pKnq. The main result of [Liv02] states that the slicing number
of K1 is 2 and cs` pK1q “ 2 is computed in [OS16]. It is suggested in [KM] that the knots
Kn may give a family for which cs ´ gs becomes arbitrarily large. The tools developed in
[KM19b] by Kronheimer and Mrowka could potentially detect a sequence of knots with
cs ´ gs being arbitrarily large. However, the particular invariants of that article do not
reproduce the above result for n74.
We outline the proof of Theorem 1. The main tool is the concordance invariant ΓK for a
knot K, constructed in [DS]. It is derived from the structure of the Chern–Simons filtration
on the equivariant singular instanton complex for K, and is an analogue of the invariant ΓY
for homology 3-spheres defined in [Dae18]. The invariant ΓK is a function from the integers
with values in Rě0 Y8. We will show:
Theorem 2. For K Ă S3, if ´σpKq{2 ě 0, then we have the inequality:
ΓK
ˆ
´1
2
σpKq
˙
ď 1
2
cs` pKq.
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Proof of Theorem 1. Let Kn “ n74. In Proposition 3.28 we compute:
ΓKnpiq “
$’&’%
0, i ď 0
3
5 i, 1 ď i ď n
8, i ě n` 1
Theorem 2 implies ΓKnpnq “ 3n{5 ď cs` pKnq{2, and so cs` pKnq ě 6n{5.
We can prove similar results for other families of knots, such as connected sums of
double twist knots Dm,n. The double twist knot Dm,n is given in Figure 1. It is a 2-bridge
knot with gspDm,nq “ 1 “ ´σpDm,nq{2 and in fact D2,2 “ 74.
Theorem 3. For m,n P Zą0 let Dm,n be the double twist knot. For k P Zą0 we have:
cs` pkDm,nq ´ gspkDm,nq ě kp4mn´ 4m´ 4n` 3q4mn´ 1 .
Thus if m,n ě 2 then cs` pkDm,nq ´ gspkDm,nq ě Ck for some C ą 0.
Recall that the unknotting number upKq is the minimal number of crossing changes
needed to turn K into the unknot U1. Performing these crossing changes in reverse order,
to get from U1 to K, induces a movie in S3 ˆ r0, 1s, which is an immersed annulus with
transverse double points. Capping off the unknot component of our annulus gives a normally
immersed disk in B4 with boundary K, with upKq double points. Thus upKq ě c4pKq ě
cs` pKq, and Theorem 2 also gives a lower bound on upKq. We can use this to determine the
unknotting numbers of some 11-crossing 2-bridge knots.
Theorem 4. The knots 11a192, 11a341, 11a360 each have unknotting number equal to 3.
The unknotting number of 11a365 is equal to 4. In fact, for each of these knots, cs` and the
4-dimensional clasp number are equal to the unknotting number.
The unknotting number of 11a365 was previously computed by Owens [Owe08], and its
4-dimensional clasp number follows from the work of Owens and Strle [OS16]. The other
three examples in the theorem are new, as far as the authors are aware.
Remark 1.1. Theorem 1 addresses a relative version of the following problem. Let W be
a smooth closed 4-manifold and σ P H2pW ;Zq. Let gpσq be the minimal genus over all
connected, orientable smoothly embedded representatives of σ, and c`pσq be the minimal
number of positive double points over normally immersed sphere representatives. How
large can c`pσq ´ gpσq be? This question has been advertised by Kronheimer and Mrowka,
partly motivated by its relationship to the Caporaso-Harris-Mazur conjecture about algebraic
curves in a quintic surface [Kro]. 
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Signatures, Frøyshov invariants, and representations
For a knot K in the 3-sphere, the knot group pi1pS3zKq is infinite cyclic if and only if K is
an unknot, as follows from the work of Papakyriakopoulos [Pap57]. Using instanton gauge
theory, Kronheimer and Mrowka showed that in fact for a non-trivial knot there exists a
non-abelian representation from pi1pS3zKq into SUp2q [KM04].
There are analogous problems in 4-dimensions. Given a 2-knot, i.e. a smoothly em-
bedded 2-sphere F in S4, if pi1pS4zF q is infinite cyclic, is F an unknotted 2-sphere? If
we instead work in the topologically locally flat category, then Freedman’s work [Fre84]
answers this in the affirmative. In either category, we may further ask: given a non-trivial
2-knot F , does pi1pS4zF q admit a non-abelian representation to SUp2q?
We may also pose analogous questions about embedded annuli in r0, 1s ˆ S3. The
following gives a simple criterion for the existence of non-abelian SUp2q representations in
this scenario under an assumption involving the knot signature.
Theorem 5. If S Ă r0, 1s ˆ S3 is a smooth concordance from a knot K to itself, and
σpKq ‰ 0, then pi1pr0, 1s ˆ S3zSq admits a non-abelian representation to SUp2q.
The above generalizes as follows. A homology concordance is a cobordism of pairs
pW,Sq : pY,Kq Ñ pY 1,K 1q between integer homology 3-spheres with knots such that W
is an integer homology cobordism and S is a properly embedded annulus. The collection
of integer homology 3-spheres with knots modulo homology concordance gives rise to
an abelian group CZ. There is a homomorphism from the smooth concordance group to
CZ. There is also a homomorphism Θ3Z Ñ CZ where Θ3Z is the homology cobordism
group of integer homology 3-spheres, induced by Y ÞÑ pY, unknotq. Write hpY q P Z for the
instanton Frøyshov invariant for the integer homology 3-sphere Y , which is a homomorphism
h : Θ3Z Ñ Z defined in [Frø02].
Theorem 6. Suppose pW,Sq : pY,Kq Ñ pY 1,K 1q is a homology concordance where K is
null-homotopic in the integer homology 3-sphere Y . Suppose further that:
´ 1
2
σpY,Kq ` 4hpY q ‰ 0. (1.2)
Then there exists a traceless representation pi1pW zSq Ñ SUp2q which extends non-abelian
traceless representations of pi1pY zKq and pi1pY 1zK 1q.
Here “traceless” means that the representation sends classes of the circle fibers of the
unit circle normal bundle of S (resp. K, K 1) to traceless elements of SUp2q. Theorem 6
should be compared to analogous results in the context of homology cobordism of homology
3-spheres (without knots), see [Tau87, Dae18].
The authors established in [DS, Theorem 1.17] a version of Theorem 6 with the left hand
side of (1.2) replaced by hS pY,Kq, the singular instanton Frøyshov invariant. This invariant,
also introduced in [DS], is a homomorphism hS pY,Kq : CZ Ñ Z, and is defined for a
coefficient ringS which is an integral domain algebra over ZrU˘1, T˘1s. Thus Theorem 6
follows from our previous work and the following result, which identifies hS pY,Kq with
previously known invariants under some assumptions. We write hS pS3,Kq “ hS pKq.
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Theorem 7. LetS “ ZrU˘1, T˘1s. If K is a knot in the 3-sphere, then we have:
hS pKq “ ´1
2
σpKq. (1.3)
If K is a null-homotopic knot in an integer homology 3-sphere Y , then:
hS pY,Kq “ ´1
2
σpY,Kq ` 4hpY q. (1.4)
The result (1.3) holds more generally whenS is an integral domain algebra overZrU˘1, T˘1s
with T 4 ‰ 1. Further, (1.4) holds more generally as well; see Section 5.
The identification of hS pKq in terms of the classical knot signature helps elucidate the
general structure of the singular instanton Floer invariants of K, as we now explain. Let
I˚pY,Kq denote the irreducible singular instanton homology of pY,Kq, defined in [DS]. It
is a Z{4-graded abelian group and its euler characteristic satisfies
χ pI˚pY,Kqq “ 1
2
σpY,Kq ` 4λpY q
where λpY q is the Casson invariant of Y , a result essentially due to Herald [Her97]. More
generally, we can define anS -module I˚pY,K; ∆S q, where as beforeS is an algebra over
ZrU˘1, T˘1s, and ∆S is a local coefficient system overS .
Corollary 2. Suppose T 4 ‰ 1 inS . If K Ă S3 and σpKq ď 0 then we have inequalities:
rkpI1pK; ∆S qq ě
R
´σpKq
4
V
, rkpI3pK; ∆S qq ě
Z
´σpKq
4
^
.
Inequalities in the case σpKq ą 0 are obtained using rkpIip´K; ∆S qq “ rkpI3´ipK; ∆S qq
and σp´Kq “ ´σpKq. Corollary 2 follows from Theorem 7 and elementary inequalities
relating the irreducible instanton homology to the Frøyshov invariant, see (2.6).
The following was essentially conjectured in [PS17, Section 7.4].
Corollary 3. Let Tp,q be the pp, qq torus knot. Then as a Z{4-graded abelian group,
I˚pTp,qq – Zr´σpTp,qq{4sp1q ‘ Zt´σpTp,qq{4up3q .
Proof. The result in fact holds for any coefficient ringS . From [PS17] and [DS, Section
9.5], the chain complex for the irreducible homology of Tp,q has total rank ´σpTp,qq{2
and is supported in gradings 1 and 3 (mod 4). The differential is necessarily zero. The
lower bounds from Corollary 2 imply the result when T 4 ‰ 1 in S , and the ranks of the
Z{4-graded chain complex are independent of the ringS .
Another strategy to prove Corollary 3 involves directly computing the mod 4 gradings
of the singular flat connections. Anvari computed these mod 4 gradings in terms of cer-
tain arithmetic functions and verified Corollary 3 for the p3, 6k ` 1q torus knots [Anv19].
Corollary 3 has implications about the arithmetic functions appearing in [Anv19].
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The special structure of the instanton homology for torus knots described above will be
used to upgrade Theorem 6 in the case that one of the knots is a torus knot. For simplicity
we state the result for classical concordances in r0, 1s ˆ S3.
Theorem 8. Suppose S : Tp,q Ñ K is a smooth concordance. Then every traceless SUp2q
representation of pi1pS3zTp,qq extends over the concordance complement.
A consequence of this result is that if a knot K is concordant to a torus knot Tp,q then the
(singular) Chern–Simons invariants of Tp,q are a subset of those of K. We also have the
following relation at the level of Floer homology.
Theorem 9. Suppose K is a knot which is concordant to a torus knot Tp,q. Then I˚pTp,qq
is a module summand of I˚pKq for any choice of ordinary or local coefficient system. The
same holds for other versions of singular instanton homology, such as I 6˚pKq and pI˚pKq.
This type of result for instanton Floer homology also holds when two knots are related
by a ribbon concordance, see e.g. [DLSVVW20], [KM19b, Theorem 7.4]. This motivates
the following, which is closely related to the slice-ribbon conjecture.
Question 2. If there is a concordance from a torus knot Tp,q to another knot K, is there
then a ribbon concordance from Tp,q to K?
Our convention is that a ribbon concordance from a knot K0 to a knot K1 is a properly
embedded surface S in r0, 1s ˆ S3 such that S X tiu ˆ S3 “ Ki and the projection of S to
r0, 1s is a Morse function without local maxima. (In particular, S is a ribbon concordance
from K1 to K0 in the convention of [Gor81].)
Turning back to the situation of more general knots in S3, we now describe an algebraic
refinement of Theorem 7. The equivariant singular instanton theory developed in [DS]
associates to a knot K a Z{4-graded chain complex rC˚pK; ∆S q over S . This complex
has the additional structure of an S-complex, which formalizes the homological properties
of the S1-action on the framed configuration space. The homotopy type of the S-complexrC˚pK; ∆S q is an invariant of K, and determines the invariant hS pKq. Thus the following
result is an upgrade of the computation hS pKq “ ´σpKq{2 from Theorem 7.
Theorem 10. If T 4 ´ 1 is invertible in S , then the S-complex rC˚pK; ∆S q is homotopy
equivalent to rC˚pnT2,3; ∆S q, where T2,3 is the right-handed trefoil and n “ ´σpKq{2.
Furthermore, the S-complex for nT2,3 is very simple. We prove a similar statement for any
null-homotopic knot in an integer homology 3-sphere. See Theorem 5.9.
Instanton knot ideals
In recent work [KM19b], Kronheimer and Mrowka introduced a concordance invariant for
a knot K Ă S3 from singular instanton theory which takes the form of a fractional ideal
z6BN pKq over the ring FrT˘11 , T˘22 , T˘13 s, where F is the field with two elements. Recall
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that a fractional ideal I over an integral domain R is an R-submodule in the field of fractions
of R such that there is some r P R so that r ¨ I is an ideal in R.
Fix an integral domain algebra S over ZrU˘1, T˘1s. The definition of z6BN pKq was
adapted in [DS] to define a fractional ideal pzpKq over the ring S rxs for knots K satisfy-
ing gspKq “ ´σpKq{2, in the framework of equivariant singular instanton theory. The
restriction here on the class of knots is due to the limited functoriality developed in [DS].
Using the idea of splicing or “suspending” an arbitrary cobordism by some elementary
cobordisms involving the trefoil, we extend the construction of pzpKq to all knots K, such
that the relationship to z6BN pKq established in [DS, Section 8.8] continues to hold.
Theorem 11. To a knot K we construct a fractional ideal pzpKq over S rxs which is a
concordance invariant. IfS “ FrT˘1s, then z6BN pKq can be recovered from pzpKq as
z6BN pKq “ pzpKq bS rxs FrT˘11 , T˘22 , T˘33 s
where theS rxs-module structure of FrT˘11 , T˘22 , T˘33 s is determined by T ÞÑ T1 and
x ÞÑ T1T2T3 ` T1T´12 T´13 ` T´11 T2T´13 ` T´11 T´12 T3.
The ideal pzpKq has the advantage over z6BN pKq that it is not restricted to characteristic 2
rings. Further, for the choiceS “ FrT˘1s, the ideal pzpKq is a fractional ideal over the ring
FrT˘1, xs, instead of over the more complicated ring FrT˘11 , T˘22 , T˘33 s. Thus Theorem 11
also restricts the types of ideals realized by z6BN pKq.
The singular Frøyshov invariant and the unoriented 4-ball genus
The result of Theorem 7 shows that the singular instanton Frøyshov invariant for a knot in
the 3-sphere is determined by the signature, so long as we work with a coefficient ringS
for which T 4 ‰ 1. When T 4 “ 1 the situation is rather different, as already evidenced by
the computations in [DS]. The following highlights this dichotomy further.
Proposition 1. Suppose T 4 “ 1 inS . Then we have the following computations for hS :
(i) If K is alternating, or more generally quasi-alternating, then hS pKq “ 0.
(ii) For torus knots, hS is determined recursively by: for coprime p, q P Zą0,
hS pTp,p`qq ` 1
2
σpTp,p`qq “ hS pTp,qq ` 1
2
σpTp,qq ´
X
p2{4\ .
These computations show that in the case T 4 “ 1, for quasi-alternating knots and torus knots
the invariant hS pKq ` 12σpKq agrees with the Heegaard Floer invariant υpKq (upsilon
of K) defined by Ozsváth–Stipsicz–Szabó [OSS17a] and also with the invariant ´12 tpKq
defined by Ballinger [Bal20] in the setting of Khovanov homology.
An important ingredient in the computations of Proposition 1 is the relationship between
hS pKq and the unoriented 4-ball genus γ4pKq. Also called the 4-dimensional crosscap
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number, γ4pKq is defined to be the minimal b1pSq “ b1pS;Z{2q among all smoothly
embedded possibly non-orientable surfaces S in the 4-ball with boundary K. Clearly
γ4pKq ď 2gspKq. We have the following:
Theorem 12. Suppose T 4 “ 1 inS . Suppose S is a properly smoothly embedded (possibly
non-orientable) surface in the 4-ball with boundary the knot K. Thenˇˇˇˇ
hS pKq ` 1
2
σpKq ´ 1
4
S ¨ S
ˇˇˇˇ
ď b1pSq. (1.5)
The term S ¨ S should be interpreted as the euler number of the normal bundle of S. Just
as in [Bat14, OSS17a, Bal20], we may combine the inequality (1.5) with an inequality
|σpKq ´ 12S ¨ S| ď b1pSq of Gordon–Litherland [GL78a] to obtain the following.
Theorem 13. Suppose T 4 “ 1 inS . For a knot K Ă S3 we have
|hS pKq| ď γ4pKq.
These inequalities are also satisfied upon replacing hS pKq ` 12σpKq by the invariant υpKq
[OSS17a, Theorems 1.1, 1.2] and also by ´12 tpKq [Bal20, Theorem 1.1]. We remark that
Theorem 13 applied to connected sums of T3,4 shows singular instanton theory detects that
γ4pKq can be arbitrarily large, a result first proved by Batson [Bat14, Theorem 2], and which
can also be proved using the invariants υpKq and tpKq.
We will upgrade Proposition 1 (i) and show that in the case T 4 “ 1, if K is a quasi-
alternating knot then the associated Γ-invariant is the same as that for the unknot; see
Proposition 7.10. We also remark that Theorem 6 holds with ´σpKq{2 replaced by hS pKq
when T 4 “ 1 inS . Because in this situation hS and σ are linearly independent concordance
homomorphisms, this provides more examples of existence results for traceless SUp2q
representations; see Theorem 7.15.
In [KM19b], Kronheimer and Mrowka define homomorphisms fσ from the smooth
concordance group to Z for suitable base changes σ : FrT˘10 , T˘11 ,˘1 , T˘12 , T˘13 s Ñ S
where S is a ring and F is the field with 2 elements. If σpT0q “ σpT1q “ 1, then the
corresponding invariant fσ behaves similarly to hS (here T 4 “ 1), in that it satisfies the
same kinds of inequalities; see Proposition 5.5 of [KM19b] and the discussion thereafter. It
would be interesting to determine the precise relationship between these invariants.
Outline
Section 2 provides background on the equivariant singular instanton constructions from [DS].
The discussion therein of cobordism-induced morphisms is slightly more general than that of
[DS], and is generalized even further in Section 4. In Section 2 we also consider cobordisms
with immersed surfaces, and the relations for some basic cobordism moves in this setting are
discussed following [Kro97]. Section 3 contains computations for 2-bridge knots, and we
prove Theorems 3 and 4. In Section 4 we prove inequalities for singular Frøyshov invariants
and for the ΓK invariant, of which Theorem 2 is a special case, and this in turn completes
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the proof of Theorem 1. Theorems 8 and 9 are also proved in Section 4. In Section 5 we
prove Theorems 7 and 10. In Section 6, we construct concordance invariants in the form of
ideals, and in particular prove Theorem 11. In Section 7, we discuss the invariant hS in the
case that T 4 “ 1 and prove Proposition 1 and Theorem 12.
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Conventions
We writeS for a commutative integral domain algebra over ZrU˘1, T˘1s with unit. The
pair pY,Kq always denotes a knot K embedded in an integer homology 3-sphere Y . In the
case that Y “ S3, we drop S3 from our notation whenever it does not cause any confusion.
The unknot in the 3-sphere is denoted U1. If K is a knot in the 3-sphere, ´K denotes its
mirror. Given a knot K and a positive integer n, we write nK for the n-fold connected sum
of K. If n is negative, nK “ np´Kq, and 0K “ U1.
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2 Preliminaries
In this section we provide some background material. Most but not all of the material
discussed is from [DS], and this section serves in part as an introduction to that more detailed
reference. In the first two subsections, we review the algebra of S-complexes and their
Frøyshov invariants, and briefly recall some of the invariants defined for knots from [DS].
Subsections 2.3 and 2.4 slightly generalize the class of cobordism-induced morphisms from
[DS]. In Subsection 2.5 we review some relations on morphisms induced by cobordism
moves following [Kro97]. In Subsection 2.6 we review the structure of the Chern–Simons
filtration on the S-complex for a knot, and the resulting concordance invariants ΓpY,Kq are
discussed in Subsection 2.7.
2.1 S-complexes and Frøyshov invariants
Let R be an integral domain. An S-complex over R is the data p rC˚, rd, χq where
• p rC˚, rdq is a chain complex with rC˚ a free R-module;
• χ is a degree 1 endomorphism of rC˚ such that χ2 “ 0 and rdχ` χrd “ 0;
• kerpχq{impχq is isomorphic to Rp0q, a copy of R in grading 0.
All S-complexes in the sequel will be Z{4-graded. A typical S-complex is given byrC˚ “ C˚ ‘ C˚´1 ‘R where pC˚, dq is a chain complex and:
rd “
»– d 0 0v ´d δ2
δ1 0 0
fifl , χ “
»– 0 0 01 0 0
0 0 0
fifl .
Here v : C˚ Ñ C˚´2, δ1 : C1 Ñ R and δ2 : R Ñ C´2 are maps that necessarily satisfy
δ1d “ 0, dδ2 “ 0, and dv ´ vd´ δ2δ1 “ 0. In fact every S-complex is isomorphic to such
an S-complex, and we therefore freely use this latter description.
A morphism rλ : rC˚ Ñ rC 1˚ between two S-complexes rC˚ “ C˚ ‘ C˚´1 ‘ R andrC 1˚ “ C 1˚ ‘ C 1˚ ´1 ‘R is a chain map which has the form
rλ “
»– λ 0 0µ λ ∆2
∆1 0 η
fifl (2.1)
where η P R is a non-zero element. Here we slightly diverge from [DS], where a morphism
was required to have η “ 1. However, all of the constructions easily extend to the case in
which η is non-zero.
Remark 2.2. In Subsection 4.2 we will consider more general types of morphisms. 
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An S-chain homotopy rC˚ Ñ rC 1˚ between two morphisms is a chain homotopy in the
usual sense which with respect to the decompositions has the form»– K 0 0L ´K M2
M1 0 0
fifl .
A chain homotopy equivalence between S-complexes rC˚ and rC 1˚ is a pair of morphismsrλ : rC˚ Ñ rC 1˚ and rλ1 : rC 1˚ Ñ rC˚ such that rλ1rλ and rλrλ1 are S-chain homotopy equivalent to
the identity morphisms.
Given S-complexes p rC˚, rd, χq and p rC 1˚ , rd1, χ1q we have the tensor product S-complex
p rCb˚, rdb, χbq defined by setting rCb˚ “ rC˚ b rC 1˚ with the tensor product grading, andrdb “ rdb 1` εb rd1, χb “ χb 1` εb χ1. (2.3)
Here ε is the “sign map” on rC 1˚ , multiplying elements of homogeneous even (resp. odd)
degree by `1 (resp. ´1). The dual of an S-complex p rC˚, rd, χq has underlying complex the
dual chain complex, and with the dual of χ acting on it.
We say two S-complexes rC˚ and rC 1˚ are locally equivalent if there exist morphisms in
both directions: rC˚ Ñ rC 1˚ and rC 1˚ Ñ rC˚. The equivalence classes form an abelian group
ΘSR with addition and inversion induced by tensor product and dual, respectively. We call
ΘSR the local equivalence group of S-complexes (over R and Z{4-graded).
The Frøyshov invariant is a surjective homomorphism h : ΘSR Ñ Z. It is characterized
as follows, which the reader may take as a definition:
Proposition 2.4 (Prop. 4.15 of [DS]). The invariant hp rC˚q is positive if and only if there is
an α P C1 such that dpαq “ 0 and δ1pαq ‰ 0. If hp rC˚q “ k for a positive integer k, then k
is the largest integer such that there exists α P C˚ satisfying the following properties:
dα “ 0, δ1vk´1pαq ‰ 0, δ1vipαq “ 0 for i ď k ´ 2.
If R is a field, then h : ΘSR Ñ Z is an isomorphism. In general, h : ΘSR Ñ Z factors through
the isomorphism given by the Frøyshov invariant for the field of fractions of R.
2.2 Invariants for knots in homology spheres
Let pY,Kq be a pair of an oriented integer homology 3-sphere Y with a knot K Ă Y . In
[DS], the authors associated to pY,Kq a Z{4-graded S-complex over Z:
rC˚pY,Kq “ C˚pY,Kq ‘ C˚´1pY,Kq ‘ Z
The S-chain homotopy type of this is an invariant of pY,Kq. Its homology was identified
in [DS, Theorem 8.9] with Kronheimer and Mrowka’s I 6˚pY,Kq from [KM11a], up to a
grading shift. The homology of C˚pY,Kq is denoted I˚pY,Kq and is called the irreducible
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instanton homology of the knot, as its chain complex is generated by (perturbed) irreducible
SUp2q flat connections on Y zK with holonomy of order 4 around small meridians. We have
χ pI˚pY,Kqq “ 1
2
σpY,Kq ` 4λpY q
where λpY q is the Casson invariant of Y , a result essentially due to Herald [Her97].
The S-complex structure of rC˚pY,Kq is closely tied to the following important fact.
For knots in integer homology 3-spheres pY,Kq, among singular flat SUp2q connections
mod gauge on pY,Kq as above, all are irreducible except for a unique reducible, which is
typically denoted θ. This reducible has gauge stabilizer S1 and corresponds to the abelian
holonomy representation pi1pY zKq Ñ SUp2q with image t˘1,˘iu, and sends a meridian
to i. The meridian is around a basepoint p P K, and its orientation is fixed by choosing
an orientation of K. However the choices of the basepoint p and the orientation of K do
not affect the isomorphism classes of the invariants we consider, and so they are usually
suppressed from the notation.
The Frøyshov invariant associated to the S-complex rC˚pY,Kq is denoted hZpY,Kq P Z.
This induces a homomorphism from the homology concordance group to the integers. The
same constructions carry through for any coefficient ring R which is an integral domain.
Some computations of hZpY,Kq were given in [DS, Section 9].
Motivated by constructions from [KM11b], the authors also defined versions of the
above invariants with local coefficients. Generally, for an integral domain algebraS over
ZrU˘1, T˘1s, we construct a Z{4-graded S-complex overS , denoted
rC˚pY,K; ∆S q, (2.5)
whose S-chain homotopy type is an invariant of pY,Kq. The variable U encodes information
about the Chern-Simons functional, while T has to do with the monopole numbers of
instantons. In fact there is more structure on (2.5) than just the S-chain homotopy type; see
Subsection 2.6. From the S-complex rC˚pY,K; ∆S q we obtain a Frøyshov invariant
hS pY,Kq P Z,
also a homomorphism from the homology concordance group to Z.
The Z{4-graded irreducible homology I˚pY,K; ∆S q is related to the Frøyshov invariant
hS pY,Kq. If hS pY,Kq ě 0, then Proposition 2.4 directly implies:
rkpI1pY,K; ∆S qq ě
R
hS pY,Kq
2
V
, rkpI3pY,K; ∆S qq ě
Z
hS pY,Kq
2
^
. (2.6)
Inequalities for the case hS pY,Kq ď 0 are then obtained from the general properties
rkpIip´Y,´K; ∆S qq “ rkpI3´˚pY,K; ∆S qq and hS p´Y,´Kq “ ´hS pY,Kq.
Given two pairs pY,Kq and pY 1,K 1q of knots in integer homology 3-spheres, we may
form their connected sum pY#Y 1,K#K 1q. The invariants are related by:
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Theorem 2.7 (Theorem 6.1 of [DS]). There is a chain homotopy equivalence
rC˚pY#Y 1,K#K 1; ∆S q » rC˚pY,K; ∆S q b rC˚pY 1,K 1; ∆S q
of Z{4-graded S-complexes, and it is natural with respect to split cobordisms, when defined.
This result was a key ingredient in [DS] for relating the equivariant theory to the invariants
defined previously by Kronheimer and Mrowka.
To pY,Kq we may also associate three equivariant Floer groups, similar in flavor to
the Heegaard Floer package for knots [OS04, Ras03], which comes with three Z{4-graded
S rxs-modules fitting into an exact triangle:
¨ ¨ ¨ ÝÑ pIpY,K; ∆S q iÝÑ IpY,K; ∆S q pÝÑ qIpY,K; ∆S q jÝÑ pIpY,K; ∆S q ÝÑ ¨ ¨ ¨ (2.8)
In fact, this is an entirely algebraic construction, depending only on the associated S-complex
for pY,Kq; for any S-complex one has a similar set of equivariant homology groups. See
[DS, Section 4] for details. We also recall the definitions of these homology groups in
Section 6.
2.3 Reducibles on negative definite cobordisms
Let pW,Sq : pY,Kq Ñ pY 1,K 1q be a cobordism of pairs between oriented integer homology
3-spheres with knots. In particular,W is an oriented cobordism Y Ñ Y 1, and we assume that
S is a connected, oriented surface cobordism K Ñ K 1 embedded in W . Fix a cohomology
class c P H2pW ;Zq. Let E be a Up2q-bundle over W with c1pEq “ c.
Let W` (resp. S`) be obtained from W (resp. S) by attaching cylindrical ends to the
boundary. A singular connection associated to pW,S, cq is a connection on E|W`zS` which
is asymptotic to connections on Y zK and Y 1zK 1 with a controlled singularity along S`.
The latter condition is that the holonomy of A around a meridian of S` is asymptotic to„
i 0
0 ´i

as the size of the meridian goes to zero. The adjoint action of Up2q on sup2q, the Lie algebra
of SUp2q, induces the adjoint map ad : Up2q Ñ SOp3q. We focus on singular connections
A such that detpAq is a fixed (non-singular) Up1q connection λ on detpEq. Determinant one
automorphisms of the bundle E which are compatible with the asymptotic and singularity
conditions of singular connections define a gauge group acting on the space of singular
connections. A connection is irreducible if its stabilizer with respect to this gauge group is
˘1, and is reducible otherwise. (See [KM11b] for more details on singular connections.)
The topological energy, or action, of a singular connection A is given by
κpAq “ 1
8pi2
ż
W`zS`
TrpFadpAq ^ FadpAqq. (2.9)
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The curvature of adpAq extends to the singular locus and its restriction to S` has the form„
Ω 0
0 ´Ω

where Ω is a 2-form with values in the orientation bundle of S`. The monopole number of a
singular connection A is given by
νpAq “ i
pi
ż
S`
Ω´ 1
2
S ¨ S. (2.10)
Note that our convention here is slightly different from [DS] where the self-intersection
term in (2.10) does not appear. Equip W` with a Riemannian metric which is singular of
cone angle pi along S` and agrees with product metrics at the ends. A singular instanton
associated to pW,S, cq is a singular connection A such that adpAq is a finite-energy anti-self-
dual connection.
We write MpW,S, c;α, α1qd for the moduli space, of expected dimension d, of singular
instantons on pW,S, cq which are asymptotic to flat connections α on Y zK and α1 on
Y 1zK 1. In general, perturbations are required to achieve transversality for these moduli
spaces. We write Mpα, α1qd in the case that pW,S, cq is the product r0, 1s ˆ pY,Kq, and
c “ 0, with product metric structure. This moduli space has a natural R-action and we write
M˘pα, α1qd´1 for the quotient of the part where R acts freely.
We now discuss reducible singular instantons, or simply reducibles for short. Assume
b1pW q “ b`pW q “ 0. In particular, we may assume for simplicity that λ has harmonic anti-
self-dual L2 curvature. Consider singular instantons on E ÑW`zS` that are asymptotic to
reducible flat singular connections associated to pY,Kq and pY 1,K 1q. The reducibles among
these singular instantons are in bijection with elements of H2pW ;Zq; the correspondence
sends a singular instanton compatible with a splitting
E “ L‘ L˚ b detpEq (2.11)
to c1pLq P H2pW ;Zq. In fact, there is a unique singular instanton AL of the form λL ‘
λL˚ b λ, compatible with (2.11), where λL is a Up1q connection on L Ñ W`zS` with
harmonic anti-self-dual L2 curvature representing the cohomology class c1pLq ` 14S, and
for which λL has holonomy of a meridian asymptotic to i P Up1q. We will slightly abuse
notation and write S for both the homology class induced by S and its Poincaré dual. Unlike
in the non-singular setup, the order of the line bundle factors in the reduction (2.11) matters.
The topological energy of the reducible instanton AL is computed from (2.9) to be
κpALq “ ´
ˆ
c1pLq ` 1
4
S ´ 1
2
c
˙2
. (2.12)
The monopole number of AL is computed from (2.10) to be
νpALq “ p2c1pLq ´ cq ¨ S. (2.13)
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The index of the reducible AL is computed in [DS, Lemma 2.6] as follows:
indpALq “ 8κpALq´3
2
pχpW q`σpW qq`χpSq`1
2
S ¨S`σpY,Kq´σpY 1,K 1q´1. (2.14)
Let us call AL (and c1pLq) minimal (with respect to c) if it minimizes κpALq among all
reducibles on E. Define κminpW,S, cq to be κpALq for any minimal reducible AL:
κminpW,S, cq :“ min
zPH2pW ;Zq
´
ˆ
z ` 1
4
S ´ 1
2
c
˙2
. (2.15)
Note that this quantity depends only on the cohomology ring of W , the homology class of
S, and the index 2 coset of c. The signed count of minimal reducibles with powers of T
keeping track of monopole numbers is:
ηpW,S, cq :“
ÿ
p´1qc1pLq2T νpALq P ZrT˘1s (2.16)
Here the sum is over all c1pLq corresponding to a minimal reducible AL with respect to c.
The signs are derived from [KM95, Appendix 1(ii)]. If c “ 0, we simply write κminpW,Sq
and ηpW,Sq for the above quantities.
2.4 Morphisms from cobordisms
We now slightly generalize the setup from [DS], and formulate a class of cobordisms
amenable for inducing morphisms between S-complexes for knots.
Definition 2.17. Let pW,Sq : pY,Kq Ñ pY 1,K 1q be a cobordism of pairs between oriented
knots in integer homology 3-spheres, where S is connected and oriented, and c P H2pW ;Zq.
LetS be an algebra over ZrU˘1, T˘1s. We say pW,S, cq is negative definite overS if:
(i) b1pW q “ b`pW q “ 0;
(ii) the index of one (and thus every) minimal reducible AL is ´1;
(iii) ηpW,S, cq is non-zero as an element inS .
If c “ 0, we also say pW,Sq is a negative definite pair overS . 
Remark 2.18. More general types of cobordisms will be considered in Subsection 4.2. 
Remark 2.19. Using (2.14), condition (ii) simplifies to the following condition:
8κminpW,S, cq ` χpSq ` 1
2
S ¨ S ` σpY,Kq ´ σpY 1,K 1q “ 0. 
Remark 2.20. Let T Ă H2pW ;Zq be the torsion subgroup of cardinality |T |. Call z P
H2pW ;Zq{T minimal (with respect to c) if it lifts to a minimal class in H2pW ;Zq. Then
ηpW,S, cq “ |T | ¨
ÿ
zPH2pW ;Zq{T
minimal
p´1qz2T p2z´cq¨S .
Consequently, if the order of torsion |T | is zero inS , then pW,S, cq is not negative definite
overS . 
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Suppose pW,S, cq is negative definite overS . Then we can associate to it a morphism
of S-complexes, in the sense discussed in Subsection 2.1:
rλpW,S,cq : rC˚pY,K; ∆S q Ñ rC˚pY 1,K 1; ∆S q (2.21)
To explain this we recount some more background on the construction of rC˚pY,K; ∆S q.
First, we mention the two key identities on which the local coefficients structure relies.
First, let pW,Sq : pY,Kq Ñ pY 1,K 1q be a cobordism of pairs with S oriented, and suppose
α and α1 are singular SUp2q connections on Y zK and Y 1zK 1 respectively. Let E be a
Up2q-bundle over W with c “ c1pEq. Then if A is a singular connection on W zS which
restricts to α and α1 at the boundary components, we have:
2κpAq ´ 2κminpW,S, cq ” CSpαq ´ CSpα1q pmod Zq. (2.22)
Furthermore, we note that 2κminpW,S, cq ” ´18pS ´ 2cq2 pmod Zq. The above may be
taken as a definition of CSpαq P R{Z by letting α1 be the reducible. The second identity is:
νpAq ” holK1pα1q ´ holKpαq pmod Zq. (2.23)
Here holKpαq is the limiting Up1q holonomy around a Seifert longitude for K of the
restriction of α to the complex line bundle L defining the reduction near K.
We next recall from [DS, Subsection 7.1] that C˚pY,K; ∆S q “Àα ∆α where the sum
is over (perturbed) irreducible flat SUp2q connections α on Y zK with traceless holonomy
around meridians, and ∆α is defined to be theS -module
∆α :“ S ¨ U´CSpαqT holKpαq.
Here CSpαq is any lift to R of the Chern–Simons invariant of α, and similarly for holKpαq.
The maps d, v, δ1, δ2 for C˚pY,K; ∆S q are defined by certain counts of singular instantons
rAs on Rˆ Y , where each instanton has weight U2κpAqT νpAq. For example, we have
dpαq “
ÿ
εpAq∆pAqpαq
where the sum is over singular instantons rAs on R ˆ Y in 0-dimensional moduli spaces
M˘pα, α1q0 and ∆pAq : ∆α Ñ ∆α1 is the module homomorphism which is multiplication
by U2κpAqT νpAq. The sign εpAq “ ˘1 is determined by the orientation of the moduli space.
When carrying out these constructions generic metrics and perturbations are chosen, but we
typically omit these from our discussions. For more details see [DS].
We now assume pW,S, cq is negative definite over S . To construct the morphismrλpW,S,cq we must prescribe the maps appearing in the decomposition (2.1). The components
λ, µ, ∆1, ∆2 are defined just as in [DS, Section 3], adapted to the local coefficients
setting of [DS, Section 7]. For example, λpαq “ ř εpAq∆pAqpαq where the sum is over
rAs PMpW,S, c;α, α1q0 and ∆pAq : ∆α Ñ ∆α1 is multiplication by:
∆pAq “ U2κpAq´2κminpW,S,cqT νpAq.
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The other components of rλpW,S,cq are defined similarly. The term η P S in the decomposition
(2.1) is defined to be the count of reducibles ηpW,S, cq from (2.16), which is non-zero by
assumption. The compatibility of these maps with the local coefficient systems is owed to
(2.22) and (2.23).
Having prescribed the components of rλpW,S,cq, the relations
λd´ d1λ “ 0, µd` λv `∆2δ1 ´ v1λ` d1µ´ δ12∆1 “ 0
follow just as for negative definite pairs; see e.g. [DS, Proposition 3.19]. The relations
∆1d` ηδ1 ´ δ11λ “ 0, d1∆2 ´ ηδ12 ` λδ2 “ 0
are only slight modifications of those in [DS, Proposition 3.10]; in the argument, one
must keep track of trajectory breakings at all possible minimal reducibles with index ´1,
instead of a unique flat reducible. There is one technical point to make here: unlike for a
negative definite pair, a general pW,S, cq which is negative definite over S may a priori
have obstructed (degenerate) minimal reducibles. However, this can be rectified by using a
small perturbation, for example as is done in [DCX17, Section 7.3]. We obtain:
Proposition 2.24. Let pW,S, cq : pY,Kq Ñ pY 1,K 1q be negative definite over S . Then
there is an induced morphism of S-complexes rλpW,S,cq : rC˚pY,K; ∆S q Ñ rC˚pY 1,K 1; ∆S q.
Remark 2.25. Suppose c “ 0, H1pW ;Zq “ 0, and the homology class of S is divisible by 4.
The minimum (2.15) is achieved uniquely by z “ ´14S. Call the corresponding reducible
AL. Then κminpW,Lq “ κpALq “ 0 and νpALq “ ´12S ¨ S. In particular, AL is flat, and
ηpW,Sq “ T´ 12S¨S ‰ 0. Thus pW,Sq is negative definite overS , for anyS . This is the
class of “negative definite pairs” in [DS, Defintion 2.33]. 
Remark 2.26. If we drop the condition (iii) in Definition 2.17, so that ηpW,S, cq may be
zero, then we still have a map rλpW,S,cq which respects the structure of the S-complexes.
However, it is not a morphism in the terminology of Subsection 2.3. 
Remark 2.27. In defining the cobordism map for pW,S, cq, a path on S that interpolates
between chosen basepoints on K and K 1 must be specified to define the component µ.
However, this choice is never important for us and so we suppress it from the notation. 
Remark 2.28. A more functorial discussion for cobordism maps replaces c P H2pW ;Zq
with an oriented 2-manifold properly embedded in W transverse to S which represents the
Poincaré dual to c. This is because such a submanifold naturally determines a Up2q bundle
over pW,Sq, compare [KM11a]. However, this is not important for our purposes and in this
paper we settle for using cohomology classes c P H2pW ;Zq. 
2.5 Some cobordism relations
The importance of using local coefficients and in particular the invertibility of T 4 ´ 1 comes
from the effect, on the singular instanton invariants, of some basic moves on surfaces in
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4-manifolds. These relations were first established in the closed case by Kronheimer [Kro97],
and have played an important role in Kronheimer and Mrowka’s work on singular instanton
Floer homology; see [KM11b, KM13, KM19a, KM19b]. Here we state the relations as they
apply in our current setup, at the chain level. The proof is a direct adaptation of the one for
[Kro97, Proposition 3.1]; see also [KM11b, Proposition 5.2].
Thus far, our cobordisms of pairs pW,Sq : pY,Kq Ñ pY 1,K 1q have assumed the surface
S to be embedded inW . We slightly relax our above hypotheses so that S may be a smoothly
immersed cobordism with normal crossings, i.e. transverse double points. Blow up W at
each double point of S to obtain W , diffeomorphic to a connected sum of W with copies of
CP
2, and let S Ă W be the proper transform of S. We say pW,S, cq is negative definite
overS if pW,S, cq satisfies the conditions of Definition 2.17. In this case we define
rλpW,S,cq :“ p´1qs`T´2s`rλpW,S,cq. (2.29)
Here s` is the number of positive double points of S. The factor p´1qs`T´2s` is not so
important and is only included to symmetrize some expressions. Here c P H2pW ;Zq, and
we write c also for its image under H2pW ;Zq Ñ H2pW ;Zq.
Proposition 2.30. Suppose pW,S, cq is negative definite over S , where S is possibly
immersed in W as above. Let S˚ be obtained from S by either a positive twist move or a
finger move, which introduces a cancelling pair of double points. Then
rλpW,S˚,cq „ pT 2 ´ T´2qrλpW,S,cq
where „ stands for S-chain homotopic, as morphisms of Z{4-graded S-complexes overS .
If S˚ is obtained by a negative twist move, then rλpW,S˚,cq is S-chain homotopic to rλpW,S,cq.
Proof. As already mentioned, the proof is adapted from [Kro97] to our current setup. For
this reason we omit some of the details and only highlight the key ingredients.
Without loss of generality, we may assume S is smoothly embedded in W , and c “
0. Suppose S˚ is obtained from S by a positive twist move. Then the map rλpW,S˚q “
´T´2rλpW,S˚q is defined by choosing a metric and generic perturbation for the pair
pW,S˚q “ pW,Sq#pCP2, S2q (2.31)
where S2 is a conic inCP
2, and in particular rS2s “ 2ewhere e P H2pCP2;Zq is a generator.
Thus S2 ¨ S2 “ ´4. Consider reducibles on pCP2, S2q. There are exactly two that have
minimal topological energy; the two reducibles A0 and A´e correspond, respectively, to the
minimizers z “ 0 and z “ ´e in (2.12), in which we set c “ 0. Thus κmin “ 1{4.
A 1-parameter family of auxiliary data that stretches along the connected sum sphere
induces an S-chain homotopy between rλpW,S˚q and the morphism rλ8 for the pair (2.31)
defined using a broken metric along the connected sum region. A gluing argument shows
rλ8 “ ηpCP2, S2q ¨ rλpW 1,S1q
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where rλpW 1,S1q is the morphism for pW 1, S1q, a puncturing of pW,Sq, equipped with auxiliary
data involving a metric with cylindrical ends at the punctures. In other words, the instantons
that contribute to rλ8 can be described as instantons on pW 1, S1q grafted to the minimal
reducible instantons on pCP2, S2q, which are unobstructed. For the two minimal reducibles
A0 and A´e we compute the monopole numbers:
νpAzq “ 2z ¨ 2e “
#
0, z “ 0
4, z “ ´e
Thus ηpCP2, S2q “ 1´ T 4.
Finally, a 1-parameter family of auxiliary data from any given metric and perturbation
that defines rλpW,Sq and which stretches along the 3-sphere which encloses the connected
sum location on S provides a chain homotopy from rλpW,Sq to the morphism rλpW 1,S1q.
The other moves are dealt with by similarly adapting [Kro97].
Corollary 2.32. Suppose pW,S, cq is negative definite over S , where the surface S is
possibly immersed in W with transverse double points.
(i) If S˚ is obtained from S by a negative twist, then pW,S˚, cq negative definite overS .
(ii) If T 4 ‰ 1 and S˚ is obtained from S by a positive twist or a finger move, then
pW,S˚, cq is negative definite overS .
2.6 Chern–Simons filtration and enriched complexes
In this subsection we review the structure of the Chern–Simons filtration on our S-complexes
for knots. We will be brief, and refer to [DS, Section 7] for more details.
Definition 2.33. An I-graded S-complex over RrU˘1s is an S-complex p rC, rd, χq over
RrU˘1s with a ZˆR-bigrading as an R-module which satisfies the following. Write rCi,j
for the pi, jq P ZˆR graded summand. Then
(i) U rCi,j Ă rCi`4,j`1
(ii) rd rCi,j Ă Ťkăj rCi´1,k
(iii) χ rCi,j Ă rCi`1,j
Also, rC is generated as an RrU˘1s-module by homogeneously bigraded elements. The
distinguished summand in rC, isomorphic to RrU˘1s, has generator 1 in bigrading p0, 0q. 
For an I-graded S-complex we write rgr for the Z-grading and degI for the R-grading,
which we also call the “instanton” grading. When we write rC˚ for an I-graded S-complex,
the subscript only records the Z-grading, or the induced Z{4-grading.
Note that if we forget the R-grading, we still have a Z-graded S-complex in the sense
that rC˚ is a graded module over RrU˘1s, where the latter is a graded ring with U in degree
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4. However, in this paper, for simplicity the algebraic objects we consider are either I-graded
S-complexes as above, or Z{4-graded S-complexes as discussed earlier.
Suppose no perturbations are needed when constructing an S-complex for pY,Kq.
Then rCpY,K; ∆S q has the structure of an I-graded S-complex with S “ RrU˘1s and
R “ ZrT˘1s, as we now explain. For a flat singular connection α on Y zK choose a path to
the reducible, i.e. a singular SUp2q connection on Rˆ Y with limits α and θ at ´8 and
`8, respectively. Call the gauge equivalence class of this connection rα. We call such a
choice of rα a lift of α. The Chern–Simons invariant of rα is
CSprαq :“ 2κprαq P R,
and is a lift of CSpαq P R{Z. The invariant CSprαq depends only on the homotopy class ofrα, viewed as a path in the configuration space of singular connections on R ˆ Y relative
to its limits α and θ. Similarly, the path rα determines a lift holKprαq P R of the holonomy
invariant holKpαq P R{Z.
Given a singular connection A on Rˆ Y , we can “add an instanton” by grafting on to
A a standard instanton on S4. This changes pκpAq, νpAqq into pκpAq ` 1, νpAqq. Similarly,
we can “add a monopole” by grafting on to A a standard singular instanton on pS4, S2q.
This changes pκpAq, νpAqq to pκpAq ` 1{2, νpAq ´ 2q. In the case that A represents a liftrα of α, we can faithfully generate the set of all lifts of α by a sequence of these operations
and their inverses. The pair pCS, holKq defines a bijection from the set of lifts of α into a
subspace of R2 which is given as
pCSprα0q, holKprα0qq ` tpi, 2jq P Z2 | i ” j mod 2u,
with rα0 being a fixed lift of α. The above shows that the correspondence defined by
rα ÞÑ UCSprαq´CSprα0qT holKprαq´holKprα0qrα0 (2.34)
allows us to identify an index 4 subgroup of the monomials in ZrU˘1, T˘1srα0 with the lifts
of α. Motivated by this, we make the following.
Definition 2.35. An honest lift of a (perturbed) flat connection α is a choice of path rα of
connections mod gauge from α to the reducible θ. We consider honest lifts up to homotopy
relative to the endpoints. A lift of α is a monomial U iT jrα where rα is an honest lift. The set
of all such lifts are denoted byPα. 
We extend pCS, holKq to any lift of α by setting
CSpU iT jrαq “ i` CSprαq, holKpU iT jrαq “ j ` holKprαq. (2.36)
Turning to the I-graded S-complex structure, the instanton gradings are defined by
degIprαq :“ CSprαq P R.
and we extend this to rC˚pY,K; ∆S q using (2.36). The index of the ASD operator for rα
determines rgrprαq P Z, which in this case is the expected dimension of the moduli space
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of instantons in the same homotopy class as rα. We extend the Z-grading rgr to all ofrC˚pY,K; ∆S q by setting rgrpU iT jrαq “ 4i` rgrprαq. The reducible θ is identified with the
constant path rθ, with bigrading p0, 0q. The component of α1 in dprαq is given by the following
sum over rAs P M˘pα, α1q0: ÿ
εpAq∆pAqprαq
where ∆pAq : Pα Ñ Pα1 is defined by requiring that the concatenation of A with rα1
is homotopic to the path rα. Fixing a lift for each generator of rC˚pY,K; ∆S q and using
(2.34) we can regard the above expression as an element of ZrU˘1, T˘1s. The other maps
are described similarly. That rC˚pY,K; ∆S q is an I-graded S-complex follows from the
additivity of topological energy, which implies
2κpAq “ CSprαq ´ CSprα1q
in this situation, and the fact that the energy κpAq is always non-negative for instantons, and
is positive for instantons on the cylinder with α ‰ α1.
A morphism rλ : rC˚ Ñ C 1˚ of level δ P R of I-graded complexes is an RrU˘1s-module
homomorphism which is a morphism of S-complexes and satisfies
rλ rCi,j Ă ď
kďj`δ
rC 1i,k (2.37)
When δ “ 0 we simply call rλ a morphism. Similarly, a chain homotopy of level δ of
I-graded S-complexes is a chain homotopy of the underlying S-complexes which increases
the instanton grading by at most δ. We may also form tensor products, duals, and local
equivalence classes of I-graded S-complexes.
Proposition 2.38. Let pW,S, cq : pY,Kq Ñ pY 1,K 1q be negative definite overS . Suppose
no perturbations are required in the construction of rλpW,S,cq from Proposition 2.24. Then
this map lifts to a morphism of level 2κminpW,S, cq of I-graded S-complexes.
The lift is straightforward to define, following the construction of Proposition 2.24. For in-
stance, the contribution of α1 in λprαqmay be defined as a sum over rAs PMpW,S, c;α, α1q0:ÿ
εpAq∆pAqprαq
where ∆pAq :Pα ÑPα1 maps a lift rα of α to the lift rα1 of α1 satisfying
2κpAq ´ 2κminpW,S, cq “ CSprαq ´ CSprα1q, νpAq “ holK1pα1q ´ holKpαq. (2.39)
The other components are described similarly. That the resulting morphism is of level
2κminpW,S, cq follows from the first identity in (2.39). The above definitions can be adapted
to the case that R is an algebra over the ring ZrT˘1s in a straightforward way.
The following lemma is a consequence of the discussion above.
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Lemma 2.40. Suppose α and α1 are generators of C˚pY,K; ∆S q with honest lifts rα andrα1. Then the matrix entry xdprαq, rα1y has the form
UmT 2m
ÿ
iPZ
aiT
4i P ZrU˘1, T˘1s (2.41)
where m “ p rgrprα1q ´ rgrprαq ´ 1q{4. A similar result holds for other matrix entries of rd and
for a morphism rλpW,S,cq associated to a negative definite pair; that is to say, any matrix
entry is a Laurent polynomial of the above form for an appropriate choice of m.
In general we cannot get by without using perturbations. In the terminology of [DS],
the I-graded S-complexes of Definition 2.33 are of “level 0”. More generally, an I-graded
complex of level δ ě 0 is defined as in Definition 2.33, except that in (ii) we allow rd to
increase the instanton grading by at most δ. Then rCpY,K; ∆S q always has the structure
of an I-gradedS -complex of level some small δ ě 0 determined by the perturbation data.
(Alternatively, one can always give it the structure of an I-graded complex, with the caveat
that instanton gradings are tethered to a perturbed Chern–Simons functional.)
An enriched complex is a sequence of I-graded S-complexes of levels δi ě 0 with
limiÑ8 δi “ 0, where the complexes are related to one another by suitable morphisms.
Associated to a sequence of admissible perturbation data going to zero is an enriched
complex for pY,Kq, unique up to chain homotopy of enriched complexes. All invariants of
pY,Kq considered here may be derived from it. For more details see [DS, Section 7].
Remark 2.42. In this paper we typically work with I-graded S-complexes instead of enriched
complexes. In fact, most of the examples in our computations require no perturbations,
and so do not require the formalism of enriched complexes. The remaining computations
involve the connected sum of knots such that each of the summands does not require any
perturbation. Theorem 2.7 for connected sums holds at the level of enriched complexes, see
[DS, Theorem 7.20]. So for the knots that appear in our computations this theorem provides
provides I-graded S-complexes. 
2.7 The concordance invariant ΓK
We next review the definition of concordance invariants ΓRpY,Kq from [DS]. These invari-
ants, similar to the case of the Frøyshov invariants, are obtained by applying an algebraic
construction to the enriched complex for pY,Kq.
We first define the invariant Γ rC for an I-graded S-complex rC “ C˚ ‘ C˚´1 ‘RrU˘1s
over RrU˘1s. For α “ ř skζk P C where ζk are homogeneous of distinct bigradings and
sk P R, define degIpαq to be the maximum of the degIpζkq such that sk ‰ 0. The invariant
Γ rC is a function from the integers to Rě0 :“ Rě0 Y8. For k a positive integer, set
Γ rCpkq :“ inf pdegIpαqq P Rě0
where the infimum is over α P C with rgrpαq “ 2k ´ 1 such that
dα “ 0, k ´ 1 “ min  i ě 0 : δ1viα ‰ 0( .
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For k a non-negative integer we define
Γ rCpkq :“ max pinf pdegIpαqq , 0q P Rě0
where the infimum is over α P C with rgrpαq “ 2k ´ 1 such that there exist elements
a0, . . . , a´k P RrU˘1s with a´k ‰ 0 and
dα “
´kÿ
i“0
viδ2paiq.
Let S “ RrU˘1s where R is an algebra over ZrT˘1s. If rC˚pY,K; ∆S q has the
structure of an I-graded S-complex, then we define
ΓRpY,Kq :“ Γ rC˚pY,K;∆S q
In the more general case, for an enriched complex, one should take an appropriate limit of
the above construction. We refer to [DS, Section 7] for details.
When R “ ZrT˘1s we omit it from the notation, and write ΓpY,Kq. Similarly, when
K Ă S3 we write ΓRK . For basic properties of these invariants see [DS, Theorem 7.24].
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3 Computations for 2-bridge knots
In this section, we firstly recall some of the computations of [DS, Section 9] where we
used the ADHM description of the moduli of instantons on R4 to study the S-complexes
of 2-bridge knots. There we characterized the S-complex of the trefoil. In Subsections 3.2
and 3.3, respectively, we consider two families of 2-bridge knots both of which generalize
the trefoil example: 2-bridge torus knots and double twist knots. In Subsection 3.4 we
compute Γ-invariants for connected sums of double twist knots. Finally, in Subsection 3.5
we compute the Γ-invariants for some 2-bridge knots with 11 crossings.
3.1 Background
Let Kp,q denote the 2-bridge knot whose branched double cover is the lens space Lpp, qq
with p being an odd integer. The S-complex of Kp,q was studied in [DS, Section 9], which
we recall here. There are pp` 1q{2 singular flat SUp2q connections on S3zKp,q up to gauge,
denoted ξ0, ξ1, . . . , ξpp´1q{2 where ξ0 “ θ is the unique reducible. LetS “ ZrT˘1s. Then
the underlying module of the S-complex rC˚ “ rC˚pKp,q; ∆S q of Kp,q is given by
rC˚ “ C˚ ‘ C˚´1 ‘S , C˚ “ p´12à
i“1
S ¨ ζi
where ζi is a lift of ξi. The remaining part of the S-complex structure on rC˚ is given by
the maps d, v : C˚ Ñ C˚, δ1 : C˚ Ñ S , δ2 : S Ñ C˚, which are defined using the
unparametrized moduli spaces M˘pξi, ξjqd with dimension d ď 2.
All of the critical points and moduli spaces here are non-degenerate. Given an instanton
rAs P M˘pξi, ξjqd, there are positive integers k1, k2 and ε1, ε2 P t˘1u satisfying
k1 ” ε1i` ε2j pmod pq, qk2 ” ´ε1i` ε2j pmod pq (3.1)
and which furthermore satisfy the following relations:
d “ N1pk1, k2; p, qq ` 1
2
N2pk1, k2; p, qq ´ 1, 2κpAq “ k1k2
p
. (3.2)
Here N1pk1, k2; p, qq is the number of pa, bq P Z2 with |a| ă k1, |b| ă k2 solving
a` qb ” 0 pmod pq (3.3)
and similarly N2pk1, k2; p, qq is the number of solutions pa, bq P Z2 with either |a| “ k1,
|b| ă k2 or |a| ă k1, |b| “ k2. Note that pa, bq “ p0, 0q always satisfies (3.3) and given any
solution pa, bq of (3.3), p´a,´bq is also a solution. Thus N1pk1, k2; p, qq is an odd positive
integer and N2pk1, k2; p, qq is an even non-negative integer.
The 0-dimensional moduli space M˘pξi, ξjq0 is non-empty only if there are k1 and k2
satisfying (3.1) such that the following hold:
N1pk1, k2; p, qq “ 1, N2pk1, k2; p, qq “ 0. (3.4)
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In fact, if there are such k1 and k2, then M˘pξi, ξjq0 consists of two oppositely oriented
points, related to each other by the so-called flip symmetry, which is an involution acting
on the moduli spaces. The set of monopole numbers for this pair of singular instantons is
t2,´2u if k1 and k2 are both odd and t0u otherwise.
For any ξi, we assume the lift ζi satisfies holKpζiq “ 0. This is possible because
holKpξiq is zero in R{Z. (However, note that this lift might not always be honest in the
sense of Definition 2.35.) Then the matrix entry xdζi, ζjy, for 1 ď i, j ď p´12 , is non-zero if
and only if there are odd positive integers k1, k2 satisfying (3.1) and (3.4). We obtain
xdζi, ζjy “
#
˘pT 2 ´ T´2q D odd k1, k2 P Zą0 solving (3.1) and (3.4)
0 otherwise
(3.5)
By letting j “ 0 (resp. i “ 0) above, we obtain a similar characterization of the element
δ1pζiq (resp. xδ2p1q, ζjy).
There is a similar characterization for the 1-dimensional moduli spaces M˘pξi, ξjq1,
which are the geometrical input in the definition of the map v. The space M˘pξi, ξjq1 is
non-empty if and only if there are positive integers k1 and k2 satisfying (3.1) such that
N1pk1, k2; p, qq “ 1, N2pk1, k2; p, qq “ 2. (3.6)
Moreover, as before, the set of monopole numbers for instantons in M˘pξi, ξjq1 is t2,´2u if
k1 and k2 are odd and is t0u otherwise. Thus we have
xvζi, ζjy “ T 2A` ` T´2A´ `B
where either B “ 0 or A` “ A´ “ 0 depending on whether the relevant integers k1 and k2
for the moduli space M˘pξi, ξjq1 are odd or not. It is shown in [DS] that the homology ofrC˚ after evaluating T at 1 and working with coefficient ring Z is isomorphic to I6pKp,q;Zq.
This is free abelian of rank p, by [KM11a, Corollary 1.6]. As rC˚ has rank p, we must have
A´ “ ´A`, and B “ 0. Consequently, we have:
xvζi, ζjy “ npT 2 ´ T´2q, n P Z, and (3.7)
n ‰ 0 ùñ D odd k1, k2 P Zą0 solving (3.1) and (3.6)
The congruences (3.1) can be also used to determine Floer and instanton gradings. Let
k1 and k2 be any pair of positive integers that solve (3.1) where 0 ď i, j ď p´12 . Then there
are lifts ζi and ζj of ξi and ξj respectively such that their ZˆR bigradings satisfy`rgrpζiq, degIpζiq˘´ `rgrpζjq,degIpζjq˘ “
pN1pk1, k2; p, qq ` 1
2
N2pk1, k2; p, qq, k1k2
p
q (3.8)
We always assume ζ0 is the constant path for θ, so that its bigrading is p0, 0q. Having fixed
ζ0, if j “ 0 (resp. i “ 0), then imposing (3.8) for some k1, k2 determines the bigrading of ζi
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(resp. ζj). If instead i and j are both non-zero, it determines ζi and ζj up to simultaneously
multiplying them by Uk for some k P Z, which alters bigradings by p4k, kq. It is important
to note that the rule (3.8) depends on k1, k2.
Now consider rC˚pKp,q; ∆S q as an I-graded S-complex overS “ RrU˘1s. Suppose
k1, k2 solve (3.1) and (3.4), and i, j ‰ 0. If we choose lifts ζi and ζj satisfying (3.8), then
(3.5) continues to hold. Letting one of i or j be zero gives an analogous statement for δ1 and
δ2. Next, suppose i, j ‰ 0 and k1, k2 solve (3.1) and (3.6). If in this case we choose lifts
ζi and ζj satisfying (3.8), then (3.7) continues to hold. (Different choices of lifts in any of
these situations might introduce powers of U into the expressions.)
Remark 3.9. The authors expect that a more thorough investigation of the equivariant ADHM
description of instantons on R4 in this context should allow for the direct computation of
the v-maps for 2-bridge knots. This would yield a complete combinatorial description of the
I-graded S-complexes for 2-bridge knots, and their Γ-invariants. 
3.2 The torus knots T2,2k`1
In this section we determine the full structure of the invariants defined in [DS] for the
p2, 2k ` 1q torus knots T2,2k`1 where k is a positive integer.
Proposition 3.10. The I-graded S-complex rC˚ “ rC˚pT2,2k`1; ∆S q is given by
rC˚ “ C˚ ‘ C˚´1 ‘S , C˚ “ kà
i“1
S ¨ ζi.
The differential rd has the components d “ δ2 “ 0 and
δ1
`
ζi
˘ “ #pT 2 ´ T´2q i “ 1
0 2 ď i ď k
v
`
ζi
˘ “ #pT 2 ´ T´2qζi´1 2 ď i ď k
0 i “ 1
The ZˆR bigrading of ζi is given by p2i´ 1, i2{p2k ` 1qq.
Proof. Most of the statement follows from the content of Subsection 3.1. The torus knot
T2,2k`1 is the 2-bridge knot Kp,´1 where p “ 2k ` 1. In this case, the congruence (3.3) is
a ” b (mod p). The constraints N1pk1, k2; p, qq “ 1, N2pk1, k2; p, qq “ 0 in (3.4) imply
that p0, 0q is the only solution to a ” b (mod p) with |a| ď k1, |b| ď k2, with one of these
two inequalities strict. This is true if and only if k1 “ k2 “ 1, and from (3.1), this in turn
happens if and only if j “ 0, i “ 1, and ε1 “ 1. Thus d “ δ2 “ 0, and δ1
`
ζi
˘
is equal to
˘pT 2´T´2q if i “ 1 and is zero otherwise. Here we have chosen the lift ζ1 of ξ1 satisfying
(3.8), so that it has ZˆR bigrading p1, 1pq.
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We now turn to the map v. The equations (3.3) and (3.6) hold simultaneously if and only
if one of k1, k2 is equal to 1 and the other is an odd integer ą 1 and ă p. This implies that
i “ j ´ 1. Choose the lifts ζi of ξi for 2 ď i ď k satisfying (3.8):`rgrpζiq,degIpζiq˘´ `rgrpζi´1q,degIpζi´1q˘ “ p2, p2i´ 1qp q. (3.11)
This implies that the ZˆR bigrading of ζi is given by p2i´ 1, i2{p2k ` 1qq. In the basis
ζ1, . . . , ζk the map v has the form:
v “ pT 2 ´ T´2q
»——————–
0 a1 0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0
0 0 a2
...
...
. . .
ak´1
0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0
fiffiffiffiffiffiffifl .
To compute the entries ai we use Theorem 7, which asserts when T 2 ´ T´2 ‰ 0 that
hS pKp,´1q “ ´σpKp,´1q{2 “ k.
Proposition 2.4 implies there is an α P C˚ with δ1vk´1pαq ‰ 0, which happens only if
a1, . . . , ak´1 are nonzero. This holds over any characteristic, and so ai “ ˘1. After possibly
replacing ζi with ´ζi we may assume ai “ 1, and v has the claimed form.
Corollary 3.12. For any k, the Γ-invariant of T2,2k`1 is given as
ΓT2,2k`1piq “
$’&’%
0, i ď 0
i2
2k`1 , 1 ď i ď k
8, i ě k ` 1
The case k “ 1 of Proposition 3.10 recovers the trefoil complex determined in [DS,
Section 9]. This simple type of complex appears in the sequel, and so we make the following.
Definition 3.13. For any positive real number t we let rCptq “ C˚ ‘ C˚´1 ‘ S be the
I-graded S-complex where C˚ is freely generated by a single generator ζ with bigrading
prgrpζq, degIpζqq “ p1, tq.
The differential has δ1pζq “ T 2 ´ T´2 while d, v, δ2 are zero. 
The trefoil T2,3 has an I-graded S-complex isomorphic to rCp13q. We note that the Frøyshov
invariant of rCptq is equal to 1 if T 4 ‰ 1 in S and is otherwise zero. Recall that the
undecorated Γ-invariant for an I-graded S-complex is to be understood as defined for the
coefficient ringS “ ZrT˘1s. The Γ-invariant of the complex rCptq is given by:
ΓrCptqpiq “
$’&’%
0, i ď 0
t, i “ 1
8, i ě 2
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Figure 1: The double twist knot Dm,n has 2m and 2n half twists in the indicated boxes. The
example shown has m “ n “ 2, and is the two bridge knot p15, 4q. The two indicated band
moves induce a genus 1 cobordism from Dm,n to the unknot.
3.3 Double twist knots
For a pair of positive integers m,n, let Dm,n denote the 2-bridge knot with parameters
p4mn´ 1, 2nq.
In particular, the branched double cover of Dm,n is the lens space Lp4mn ´ 1, 2nq. The
signature of this knot is equal to ´2, and its slice genus is equal to 1. The main result of this
section is the following.
Proposition 3.14. The I-graded S-complex of the double twist knot Dm,n is locally equiva-
lent to the I-graded S-complex rCptq of Definition 3.13 where t “ p2m´1qp2n´1q4mn´1 .
We begin with several combinatorial lemmas.
Lemma 3.15. For integers p, q and positive odd integers k1, k2 define
Apk1, k2; p, qq “
"
pa, bq P Z2 | a` qb ” 0 pmod pq, |a| ă k1, |b| ď k2 or|a| ď k1, |b| ă k2
*
.
The set Apk1, k2; 4mn´ 1, 2nq has only p0, 0q if and only if k1 ď 2n´ 1 and k2 ď 2m´ 1.
Proof. Note that the pairs p´1, 2mq and p2n,´1q satisfy
a` 2nb ” 0 pmod 4mn´ 1q.
ThusApk1, k2; 4mn´1, 2nq has a non-trivial element unless k1 ď 2n´1 and k2 ď 2m´1.
It is straightforward to check that for such choices of pk1, k2q, the setApk1, k2; 4mn´1, 2nq
does not have any non-trivial element.
Lemma 3.16. The set Apk1, k2; 4mn ´ 1, 2nq consists of three elements p0, 0q, pa0, b0q
and p´a0,´b0q with |a0| “ k1 or |b0| “ k2 if and only if k1 “ 1 and 2m ` 1 ď k2 ď
4mn´ 2m´ 1 or 2n` 1 ď k1 ď 4mn´ 2n´ 1 and k2 “ 1.
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Proof. Lemma 3.15 implies that either k1 ě 2m ` 1 or k2 ě 2n ` 1. Therefore, either
pa0, b0q “ p´1, 2mq or pa0, b0q “ p2n,´1q belongs to Apk1, k2; 4mn´ 1, 2nq. In the first
case, k1 “ 1 and k2 ď 4mn´2m´1. In the latter case, k2 “ 1 and k1 ď 4mn´2n´1.
Lemma 3.17. For any non-zero l P Z{p4mn´ 1q, there exists a unique pair of positive odd
integers k1 and k2 and ε P t˘1u such that k1 ď 2n´ 1, k2 ď 2m´ 1 and exactly one of
the following congruences modulo 4mn´ 1 hold:
k1 ` 2nk2 ” εl, k1 ´ 2nk2 ” εl.
In the case that l “ 0, and under the same constraints on k1 and k2, the only solutions for
the first equation are pk1, k2, εq “ p2n ´ 1, 2m ´ 1,`1q and p2n ´ 1, 2m ´ 1,´1q, and
the second congruence does not have any solution.
Proof. We obtain 4mn elements of Z{p4mn´ 1q by considering numbers of the form
˘k1 ˘ 2nk2
for a pair of positive odd integers k1 and k2 with k1 ď 2n´1, k2 ď 2m´1. These numbers
represent distinct elements of Z{p4mn´ 1q with one exception:
p2n´ 1q ` 2np2m´ 1q ” ´p2n´ 1q ´ 2np2m´ 1q.
This verifies the desired claim.
Remark 3.18. All of the congruences in this subsection will be taken modulo 4mn´ 1, and
so we will often omit this from the notation. 
Following the construction of Subsection 3.1, an I-graded S-complex for the knot Dm,n
with coefficient ringS has underlyingS -module given by
rC˚ “ C˚ ‘ C˚´1 ‘S , C˚ “ 2mn´1à
i“1
S ¨ ζi
where the ζi are lifts of the connections ξi. We will only need to specify the precise lifts of a
few generators below. As before the lift ζ0 is in bigrading p0, 0q.
Lemma 3.15 can be used to characterize the maps d, δ1 and δ2 for this I-graded S-
complex. If δ1pζiq is non-zero, it is equal to ˘pT 2 ´ T´2q and this happens if and only if
there are positive odd integers k1 and k2 and ε1 P t˘1u such that
k1 ” ε1i, 2nk2 ” ´ε1i, (3.19)
N1pk1, k2; 4mn´1, 2nq “ 1 andN2pk1, k2; 4mn´1, 2nq “ 0. The last two identities mean
Apk1, k2; 4mn´ 1, 2nq has only the element p0, 0q. Thus by Lemma 3.15, non-vanishing of
δ1pζiq is equivalent to existence of a solution for (3.19) with k1 ď 2n´ 1 and k2 ď 2m´ 1.
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The only solution is pk1, k2q “ p2n´ 1, 2m´ 1q which implies that i “ 2n´ 1. We fix the
lift ζ2n´1 using (3.8), so that its bigrading is equal to
p1, p2m´ 1qp2n´ 1q
4mn´ 1 q.
Another application of Lemma 3.15 shows that δ2p1q P C˚ has a contribution from ζj if and
only if there are positive odd integers k1 and k2 and ε2 P t˘1u such that
k1 ” ε2j, 2nk2 ” ε2j
with k1 ď 2n ´ 1 and k2 ď 2m ´ 1. Since there is no solution to the congruence
k1 ´ 2nk2 ” 0, the map δ2 vanishes.
Finally, we may apply similar arguments making use of Lemma 3.15 to choose lifts such
that the generators of C˚ can be partitioned as
tζi1 , ζi2 , . . . , ζimn´1u Y tζj1 , ζj2 , . . . , ζjmn´1u Y tζ2n´1u
such that dζik “ pT 2 ´ T´2qζjk , dζjk “ 0 and dζ2n´1 “ 0. Of course, we can be more
specific about the values ik and jk. However, the exact values of most of these integers are
not relevant below. We just single out two of the relations which shall be useful later:
dζ2n´2 “ pT 2 ´ T´2qζ1, dζ4n´1 “ pT 2 ´ T´2qζ2n. (3.20)
These identities hold as a result of the following respective pairs of congruences:
2n´ 3 ” p2n´ 2q ´ 1, 2np2m´ 1q ” ´p2n´ 2q ´ 1, and (3.21)
2n´ 1 ” p4n´ 1q ´ 2n, 2np2m´ 3q ” ´p4n´ 1q ´ 2n (3.22)
Note that the first relation in (3.20) only holds under the assumption that n ě 2, while the
second relation holds only when m ě 2.
Lemma 3.16 may also be used to obtain some information about the map v associated
to the I-graded S-complex rC˚. Based on the discussion of Subsection 3.1, the coefficient
xvζi, ζjy is non-zero only if there are positive odd integers such that
k1 ” ε1i` ε2j, 2nk2 ” ´ε1i` ε2j,
N1pk1, k2; 4mn´ 1, 2nq “ 1 and N2pk1, k2; 4mn´ 1, 2nq “ 2. Lemma 3.16 classifies all
k1 and k2 which satisfy the latter two identities. Therefore, this lemma allows us to constrain
the non-zero terms among xvζi, ζjy. For example, for m,n ě 2, the only possibilities for
integers i that have xvζi, ζ2n´1y ‰ 0 are ζ2n´2 and ζ4n´1 and the relevant integers k1 and
k2 for each of these two cases are given, respectively, by the pairs of congruences
1 ” ´p2n´ 2q ` p2n´ 1q, 2np4mn´ 6m` 1q ” p2n´ 2q ` p2n´ 1q, and
4mn´ 6n` 1 ” ´p4n´ 1q ´ p2n´ 1q, 2n ” p4n´ 1q ´ p2n´ 1q.
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The above identities, with (3.21) and (3.22), and the computation of the bigrading of ζ2n´1,
imply that the bigradings of ζ2n´2, ζ4n´1, ζ1 and ζ2n are respectively equal to
p3, 2p4m´1qpn´1q4mn´1 q, p3, 2pm´1qp4n´1q4mn´1 q, p2, 4mn´2m´14mn´1 q, p2, 4mn´2n´14mn´1 q.
Note that we are choosing the lift ζ1 (resp. ζ2n) such that (3.8) holds with i “ 1 (resp.
i “ 2n) and (3.4) holds. Now we are ready to prove Proposition 3.14.
Proof of Proposition 3.14. Let rC “ Cptq be as in Definition 3.13 with t “ p2m´1qp2n´1q4mn´1 .
Recall that C˚ has a single generator ζ in bigrading p1, tq.
In the case that m,n ě 2, define the morphism rλ : rC˚ Ñ rC˚ using the components
λ, µ : C˚ Ñ C˚, ∆1 : C˚ Ñ S and ∆2 : S Ñ C˚ which have the non-zero matrix entries
xλζ2n´1, ζy “ 1, xµζ1, ζy “ xvζ2n´2, ζ2n´1y, xµζ2n, ζy “ xvζ4n´1, ζ2n´1y.
Furthermore, the component η P S of rλ is equal to 1. Using the above discussion of the
bigradings for the generators of C˚, one can see easily that rλ is a morphism of I-graded
S-complexes. Similarly, we have a morphism rλ1 : rC˚ Ñ rC˚ defined using the maps
λ1, µ1 : C˚ Ñ C˚, ∆11 : C˚ Ñ S and ∆12 : S Ñ C˚ with the only non-zero entry
xλ1ζ, ζ2n´1y “ 1. Again, the component η1 P S of rλ1 is equal to 1. This shows that rC˚ andrC˚ are locally equivalent as I-graded S-complexes.
If m “ 1 and n ě 2, then the above proof goes through with the simplification that the
generator ζ4n´1 is omitted. If instead n “ 1 and m ě 2, we omit ζ2n´1. Alternatively, we
note that D1,n “ Dn,1. Finally, the case D1,1 is the trefoil, whose complex we have already
determined; this is the case where only ζ1 and ζ0 appear.
Remark 3.23. For general m,n P Zą0, the S-complexes rC˚ and rC˚ are not S-chain
homotopy equivalent to each other as enriched complexes because the homology of the
graded complexes associated to the instanton grading for these two S-complexes have ranks
4mn´ 1 and 3. After forgetting the I-gradings, however, one can see that the morphisms rλ
and rλ1 in the proof of the above lemma are S-chain homotopy equivalences once T 2´T´2 is
a unit inS . Later we shall see this statement is not special to the knot Dm,n, and that for any
pair pY,Kq with σ “ ´2, the S-chain homotopy equivalence of the S-complex associated
to pY,Kq after forgetting the Chern-Simons filtration, over a ringS with T 2 ´ T´2 a unit,
is S-chain homotopy equivalent to rC˚. 
Corollary 3.24. For positive integers m,n, the Γ-invariant of Dm,n is given as
ΓDm,npiq “
$’&’%
0, i ď 0
p2m´1qp2n´1q
4mn´1 , i “ 1
8, i ě 2
A simple example that illustrates the above computations is the case of D2,2, which is
the same as 74 and the 2-bridge knot p15, 4q, featured in Theorem 1. See Figure 2 for an
I-graded S-complex for this example.
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ζ0
p0, 0q
ζ3
p1, 915q
ζ1
p2, 1115q
ζ4
p2, 1115q
ζ2
p3, 1415q
ζ7
p3, 1415q
ζ5
p4, 2015q
ζ6
p5, 2115q
Figure 2: Above are generators of C˚pD2,2; ∆S q along with the reducible ζ0. Bigradings
are listed under each corresponding generator. Arrows are multiplication by T 2 ´ T´2 and
represent d except for the left-most arrow, which is δ1. The component δ2 is zero. While v
might be nonzero, there is no cycle that v maps to ζ3. The local chain equivalence to rCptq
with t “ 915 leaves only ζ0 Ð ζ3 in this diagram.
3.4 Connected sums
Given I-graded S-complexes rC˚ and rC 1˚ for knots K and K 1, the connected sum formula of
Theorem 2.7 applies in this setting and gives rC˚ b rC 1˚ as an I-graded S-complex for K#K 1.
The same is true if we are working with local equivalence classes of I-graded S-complexes.
In particular, the Γ-invariant for K#K 1 can be computed from the local equivalence classes
associated to K and K 1. We first carry this out for a k-fold connected sum of a knot that has
an I-graded S-complex locally chain equivalent to rCptq from Definition 3.13, for some real
number t ą 0.
Lemma 3.25. The Γ-invariant for the k-fold tensor product of rCptq is given by
ΓrCptqbkpiq “
$’&’%
0, i ď 0
it, 1 ď i ď k
8, i ě k ` 1
Proof. In the following we use the decomposition for tensor products of S-complexes as
described in [DS, Section 4.5], and refer the reader there for more details.
Let rC “ rCptq “ C˚‘C˚´1‘S . Write ζ for the generator in C˚ of bigrading p1, tq and ζ
its copy in C˚´1 of bigrading p2, tq. The tensor product rCbk splits as C˚pkq‘C˚´1pkq‘S
where C˚pkq is the module of rank p3k ´ 1q{2 generated by elements of the form
σ “ σ1 b σ2 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b σk (3.26)
where σi P t1, ζ, ζu, not all σi are equal to 1, and the largest i such that σi ‰ 1 has σi “ ζ.
The number of appearances of ζ and ζ are respectively denoted by bpσq and tpσq. The
bigrading of σ is given by
pbpσq ` 2tpσq, pbpσq ` tpσqqtq.
Note theS -module C˚pKq can be alternatively described inductively as
C˚pkq “ C˚ b C˚pk ´ 1q ‘S xζ b 1b 1b ¨ ¨ ¨ b 1y. (3.27)
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The maps dk, vk : C˚pkq Ñ C˚pkq, δ1,k : C˚pkq Ñ S and δ2,k : S Ñ C˚pkq associated
to the S-complex structure on rCbk can be described explicitly as follows. First, vkpσq, for σ
as in (3.26), is non-zero if the smallest i that σi ‰ 1 is ζ, and in this case we have
vkpσq “ pT 2 ´ T´2q 1b ¨ ¨ ¨ b 1looooomooooon
i
bσi`1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b σn.
The map δ2,k vanishes and δ1,kpσq is equal to T 2 ´ T´2 if bpσq “ 1 and tpσq “ 0 and is
zero otherwise. The map dk sends the rank one summand in (3.27) to zero. A generator in
the first summand has the form σ1 b σ1 for σ1 P C˚pk ´ 1q. For σ1 P t1, ζ, ζu, we have
dkpζ b σ1q “ ´ζ b dk´1pσ1q ´ ζ b vk´1pσ1q ´ ζ b δ1,k´1pσ1q ` pT 2 ´ T´2q1b σ1,
dkpζ b σ1q “ ζ b dk´1σ1, dkp1b σ1q “ 1b dk´1σ1.
The above description of rCbk implies that for any 1 ď i ď k, σ satisfies the constraint
i´ 1 “ mintj | δ1,kvjkpσq ‰ 0u
if and only if bpσq “ 1 and tpσq “ i ´ 1. Moreover, any such element is in the kernel of
dk´1. This shows that ΓrCbkpiq “ it. For any i ě k` 1, the above description of vk and δ1,k
also implies that δ1,kvi´1k is trivial and hence ΓrCbkpiq “ 8. Vanishing of Γ for non-positive
integers follows from δ2,k “ 0.
Together with Proposition 3.14 we obtain the following.
Proposition 3.28. For any positive integers m, n and k, we have
ΓkDm,npiq “
$’&’%
0, i ď 0
i p2m´1qp2n´1q4mn´1 , 1 ď i ď k
8, i ě k ` 1
It is straightforward to see that the method of the proof of Lemma 3.25 can be used to
compute the Γ-invariant for arbitrary tensor products of the complexes rCptq for varying t.
Lemma 3.29. For a set A “ tt1, . . . , tku of positive real numbers, let rCpAq denote the
tensor product of the I-graded S-complexes rCptiq. Then we have
ΓrCpAqpiq “
$’&’%
0, i ď 0
minttj1 ,...,tjiuĎAttj1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` tjiu, 1 ď i ď k
8, i ě k ` 1
We may then apply Proposition 3.14 to obtain the following.
Proposition 3.30. For the connected sum K “ Dm1,n1# . . .#Dmk,nk we have
ΓKpiq “
$’’&’’%
0, i ď 0
mintj1,...,jiuĎt1,...,ku
!ři
a“1
p2mja´1qp2nja´1q
4mjanja´1
)
, 1 ď i ď k
8, i ě k ` 1
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ζ0
p0, 0q
ζ3
p1, 951q
ζ1
p2, 3551q
ζ16
p2, 3551q
ζ2
p3, 3851q
ζ19
p3, 3851q
ζ6
p3, 3651q
ζ4
p4, 5051q
ζ13
p4, 5051q
ζ17
p4, 6851q
ζ5
p5, 5951q
ζ15
p5, 7251q
ζ9
p5, 8151q
ζ18
p5, 6951q
ζ22
p5, 5951q
ζ7
p6, 8351q
ζ10
p6, 8351q
ζ14
p6, 7751q
ζ20
p6, 7751q
ζ8
p7, 9851q
ζ12
p7, 9351q
ζ21
p7, 8451q
ζ25
p7, 9851q
ζ11
p8, 10451 q
ζ23
p8, 10451 q
ζ24
p9, 11751 q
Figure 3: This diagram shows generators for C˚pK; ∆S q and the reducible ζ0 for K “
K51,16. As in Figure 2, all arrows are multiplication by ˘pT 2 ´ T´2q. The short (blue)
arrows represent d except for the left-most one, which is δ1. Again, δ2 “ 0. The two
L-shaped (green) arrows are multiplication by ˘pT 2 ´ T´2q, representing components of v.
The v-map might have other non-zero components, but the only ones that contribute to ΓK
are the ones shown.
3.5 Other examples
For any 2-bridge knot K, we can use the partial description of I-graded S-complexes given
in Subsection 3.1 to give lower bounds on ΓKp`q for any ` P Z, and sometimes determine
ΓK completely. We in turn obtain lower bounds on the 4-dimensional clasp numbers and
unknotting numbers for 2-bridge knots via Theorem 2.
First we note that ΓKp0q and ΓKp1q only depend on knowledge of the maps d, δ1, δ2,
and these are completely determined in the discussion of Subsection 3.1. Now we consider
Γp`q for ` ě 2. We assume for a moment that ´σpKq{2 ě 1. Although the v-map is not
entirely determined there, condition (3.7) narrows down the possibile nonzero matrix entries
xvζi, ζjy. Further information about v comes from Theorem 7, which implies
´ 1
2
σpKq “ maxtk : Dα P C2k´1, δ1vk´1α ‰ 0, δ1viα “ 0 pi ď k ´ 2qu. (3.31)
Using this information we obtain lower bounds on ΓKp`q for ` ě 2. Similarly, our determi-
nation of d, δ2 and the possible non-zero entries xvζi, ζjy give us lower bounds on ΓKp`q
for ` ď ´1. Note that (3.31) implies ΓKp`q “ 8 for ` ą ´σpKq{2. We remark that for
the double twist family Dm,n of Subsection 3.3, which have ´σ{2 “ 1, we verified (3.31)
directly, without having to appeal to Theorem 7.
Consider the 2-bridge knot K “ K51,16. Up to taking mirrors this is the 11-crossing
knot 11a365, and it has ´σ{2 “ 3. Generators for an I-graded S-complex for K are shown
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11a192 11a341
11a360
11a365
Figure 4: Crossing changes realizing the unknotting numbers of the indicated knots.
in Figure 3. The choice of lifts ζi are such that any possible non-zero component of v moves
a generator two columns to the left. The constraints discussed above imply that the instanton
gradings of ζ3, ζ6, ζ9 realize the values of ΓKp1q, ΓKp2q, ΓKp3q, respectively. We obtain
ΓKpiq “
$’’’’’’&’’’’’’%
0 i ď 0
3{17 i “ 1
12{17 i “ 2
27{17 i “ 3
8 i ě 4
Theorem 2 then implies 27{17 “ ΓKp3q ď 12cs` pKq so that cs` pKq ą 3. On the other hand,
the unknotting number of K is at most 4, as illustrated in Figure 4. This in turn implies
cs` pKq “ upKq “ 4, so that the unknotting number is in fact 4.
We remark that the unknotting number of 11a365 was previously computed by Owens
[Owe08] using different techniques, and that the computation of cs` pKq can be obtained
from the work of Owens and Strle [OS16].
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We next consider some 2-bridge knots whose unknotting numbers and four-dimensional
clasp numbers have not been computed previously, as far as the authors are aware. The
examples are the 2-bridge knots p97, 26q, p61, 42q, p57, 10q. Up to mirrors these are the
11-crossing knots 11a192, 11a341, 11a360, respectively. Each has ´σ{2 “ 2. We use the
above constraints to compute ΓKp2q ą 1 in each case, implying cs` pKq ą 2. On the other
hand, each of these knots has unknotting number at most 3, as illustrated in Figure 4, so that
in fact cs` pKq “ upKq “ 3 in each case. These observations together give Theorem 4.
To explain a bit more, consider first p57, 10q. We check that lifts ζ8, ζ11, ζ17 with
instanton gradings 62{57, 62{57, 68{57 are the only possibilities with δ1vpζiq ‰ 0. Because
all the instanton gradings are bigger than 1, we have ΓKp2q ą 1.
Next consider p61, 42q. Here ζ2, ζ18, ζ22 are the only possibilities with δ1vpζiq ‰ 0,
with respective instanton gradings 58{61, 62{61, 64{61. The first of these is not greater than
1. However, dζ2 “ ˘pT 2 ´ T´2qζ1, and the only other generator with ζ1 in its differential
is ζ18. Thus any α with δ1vpαq “ 0 and dα “ 0 which involves ζ2 must also involve ζ18.
In this case α has instanton grading at least 62{61. Thus ΓKp2q ě 62{61 ą 1.
The case of p97, 26q is similar. We can check that the only lifts ζi which can possibly
have δ1vpζiq ‰ 0 are ζ20, ζ27, ζ31, ζ45. These have respective instanton gradings 104{97,
110{97, 116{97, 90{97. However the instanton grading of ζ45 can be ruled out as in the
previous example, since dζ45 “ ˘pT 2 ´ T´2qζ26, and the only other ζi with ζ26 in its
differential is ζ27. We conclude ΓKp2q ě 104{97 ą 1.
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4 Inequalities for singular instanton concordance invariants
In this section we establish an inequality for the singular instanton Frøyshov invariants
similar to ones for the non-singular Frøyshov invariant obtained in [Frø02, Frø04]. We also
obtain some inequalities for ΓpY,Kq, and discuss the relationship to the 4D clasp number.
Finally, we discuss constraints on cobordisms involving torus knots.
4.1 An inequality for the h-invariant
In this subsection we prove the following inequality for the invariant hS pY,Kq.
Theorem 4.1. LetW be a compact, oriented, smooth 4-manifold with b1pW q “ b`pW q “ 0,
BX “ Y an integer homology 3-sphere, and S Ă W an oriented surface with BS “ K a
knot in Y . Let c P H2pW ;Zq. Suppose that ηpW,S, cq ‰ 0 P S . Then:
hS pY,Kq ě 4κminpW,S, cq ´ gpSq ` 1
4
S ¨ S ´ 1
2
σpY,Kq. (4.2)
The quantities ηpW,S, cq and κminpW,S, cq are defined as in Subsection 2.4 for pW,S, cq.
Alternatively one can remove a small regular neighborhood of a point on the interior of S to
obtain a cobordism from pS3, U1q to pY,Kq, and then use the definitions of Subsection 2.4
for cobordisms of pairs. The reader may easily check that the right side of (4.2) is an integer.
We begin with a result about maps on the irreducible singular instanton Floer homology
induced by the types of cobordisms appearing above.
Proposition 4.3. Let pW,S, cq and pY,Kq be as in Theorem 4.1. Define
n :“ 4κminpW,S, cq ´ gpSq ` 1
4
S ¨ S ´ 1
2
σpY,Kq ´ 1. (4.4)
If n ě 0, there is a cycle CpW,S, cq P C2n`1pY,K; ∆S q satisfying
δ1v
jpCpW,S, cqq “
#
0, 0 ď j ă n
ηpW,S, cq, j “ n
Proof. The proof is a direct adaptation of the non-singular case, [Frø02, Proposition 1]. The
invariant CpW,S, cq is defined using a moduli space of singular instantons associated to
pW,S, cq. For a given irreducible critical point α defining a basis element of C˚pY,K; ∆S q,
we define the coefficient of α in CpW,S, cq to be
xα,CpW,S, cqy “
ÿ
rAsPMpW,S;αq0
εpAqU2κpAq´2κminpW,S,cqT νpAq
where εpAq P t˘1u is determined by the orientation of the moduli space. The space
MpW,S;αq0 is the 0-dimensional moduli space of instantons on pW,S, cq with limiting
flat connection α. The usual argument involving 1-dimensional moduli spaces shows that
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dCpW,S, cq “ 0. The key point is that reducibles on pW,S, cq do not show up in the
argument because of the assumption on n.
Now consider the moduli space MpW,S, c; θq2n`1 of instantons for pW,S, cq which are
asymptotically reducible and have energy κminpW,S, cq. This has dimension 2n ` 1. By
following the perturbation scheme of [DCX17, Section 7.3] (here we use n ě 0), we can
ensure that the reducibles have neighborhoods homeomorphic to cones on ˘CPn, and that
MpW,S, c; θq2n`1 is a (possibly non-compact) smooth manifold away from the singularities
corresponding to reducibles.
Let M 1 be the result of first removing small open p2n` 1q-ball neighborhoods of the
reducibles in MpW,S, c; θq2n`1, and then cutting down by the codimension 2 divisors
associated to the euler class of the Up1q basepoint fibrations determined by the reduction
in neighborhoods of n points in S. (See [Kro97] for more details on these codimension 2
divisors. We use the same convention as in [DS, Remark 8.3] to define these divisors.) Then
M 1 is a 1-manifold with boundary. The argument in [DK90, Section 5.1.4] shows that the
signed count of the boundary points of the cut down moduli space on the links ˘CPn of the
reducibles is ˘1. Thus counting the boundary points of M 1 yields ηpW,S, cq.
However, in general M 1 also has ends, which come from instantons with breakings
along the cylinder, giving rise to a term of the form δ1ψ. Here ψ P C1pY,K; ∆S q and the
coefficient of a generator α in ψ is obtained by counting the instantons in MpW,S, c;αq2n
after cutting down the moduli space by the codimension 2 divisors induced by the basepoint
fibrations over the n points in S. Moving these basepoints along the cylindrical end, one
by one, shows that ψ is homologous to vnCpW,S, cq. In particular, we obtain δ1vnψ “
ηpW,S, cq. After replacing MpW,S, c; θq2n`1 with the moduli space of lower energy
MpW,S, c; θq2j`1 for j ă n, which contains no reducibles, and is empty if j does not have
the same parity as n for index reasons, the same argument shows that δ1vjψ “ 0.
Lemma 4.5. Theorem 4.1 holds when the right side of (4.2) is non-negative, i.e. n ě ´1.
Proof. First suppose n “ ´1. Then the cobordism pW,Sq, with a small pB4, D2q deleted in
the interior, along with the element induced by c, is negative definite overS . By Proposition
2.24 we have an induced morphism rC˚pS3, U1q Ñ rC˚pY,Kq of S-complexes. This implies
hS pY,Kq ě hS pS3, U1q “ 0.
Next suppose n ě 0. Then Proposition 4.3, with our assumptions, implies that there is a
cycle CpW,S, cq P C2n`1pY,K; ∆S q such that
δ1v
nCpW,S, cq ‰ 0, δ1vjCpW,S, cq “ 0 p0 ď j ă nq.
Then by Proposition 2.4 we have hS pY,Kq ě n` 1. This completes the proof.
Remark 4.6. In Subsection 4.2, we introduce a more general notion of morphisms be-
tween S-complexes. In Lemma 4.5, it is possible to construct such generalized morphismsrC˚pS3, U1q Ñ rC˚pY,Kq in the case that n ě 0 and then conclude the claim in the same
way as in the case n “ ´1. 
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Figure 5: The knotK 1 is obtained fromK by blowing up around the strands indicated, which
introduces one full right-handed twist. The linking number d is the number of upwards
pointing strands minus the number of downwards pointing strands.
Our approach to remove the condition n ě ´1 divides into two cases, depending on
whether T 4 ´ 1 vanishes inS or not. We search for the simplest non-trivial instances of the
inequality for hS pY,Kq in each of these two cases. In the first case we will see that T3,4
provides a suitable example, and in the second case T2,3.
Lemma 4.7. Let K 1 Ă Y be obtained from a knot K by a full twist around a collection of
strands with linking number d, as in Figure 5. Then there is a cobordism pW,Sq : pY,Kq Ñ
pY,K 1q where W is the connected sum of the product cobordism I ˆ Y and CP2, and S is
a cylinder with S ¨ S “ ´d2. In particular, there is a compact oriented connected genus 0
surface Sm Ă CP2zB4 of degree m with boundary the torus knot Tm,m`1 Ă S3.
Proof. The first claim is elementary. To see the second claim, note that the first part gives a
cobordism from the unknot U1 “ Tm,1 to the torus knot Tm,m`1 embedded in the connected
sum of I ˆ S3 and CP2 which has degree m. By capping off the incoming end with a disc
embedded in the 4-ball we obtain the desired surface Sm.
Corollary 4.8. For anyS and m odd we have hS pTm,m`1q ě pm´ 1q{2.
Proof. We have σpTm,m`1q “ ´pm´1qpm`3q{2. Furthermore, for the pair pCP2zB4, Smq
in Lemma 4.7 with c “ 0, we have
κminpCP2zB4, Smq “ min
aPZ
´
a` m
4
¯2 “ 1
16
(4.9)
realized uniquely by a “ p˘1´mq{4 when m ” ˘1 pmod 4q. Thus ηpW,Sq is a power
of T , up to sign. The right side of (4.2) computes to pm ´ 1q{2. The result then follows
from Lemma 4.5.
Proposition 4.10. (i) If T 4 “ 1 inS then hS pT3,4q “ 1.
(ii) If T 4 ‰ 1 inS then hS pT2,3q “ 1.
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This proposition follows from the computations in [DS, Section 9], which rely on the
equivariant ADHM construction. Here we give an alternative route to these computations.
Proof. From Corollary 4.8, we have hS pT3,4q ě 1, and we just need to show hS pT3,4q ď 1.
The complex C˚pT3,4; ∆S q has three generators α, α1 and β, where the first two elements
have degree one and β has degree 3 [DS, Section 9.4]. We pick honest lifts rα, rα1 and rβ with
rgrprαq “ rgrprα1q “ 1, rgrprβq “ 3.
To prove the claim it suffices to show that vpβq “ 0. Since T 4 “ 1, Lemma 2.40 implies
that xvprβq, rαy and xvprβq, rα1y are both integers. Therefore, it suffices to prove the claim for
the case that S “ Z. If vpβq ‰ 0, then it is easy to see from this and hS pT3,4q ě 1 that
the homology of the complex rC˚pT3,4q over Z has rank at most 3. This is a contradiction
because the homology of rC˚pT3,4q is isomorphic to I6pT3,4q [DS], which has rank 5.
The complex C˚pT2,3; ∆S q has only one generator α with degree 1. Therefore, the
maps v and δ2 are trivial and 0 ď hS pT2,3q ď 1. To determine the exact value of hS pT2,3q
in the case T 4 ‰ 1, we will make use of the pair pCP2zB4, S2q. Note that S2 has genus 0,
and self-intersection ´4. We find that
κminpCP2zB4, S2q “ min
aPZ
ˆ
a´ 1
2
˙2
“ 1
4
,
realized by a “ 0 and a “ 1. The corresponding monopole numbers for these reducibles are
´2 and 2. It follows that ηpCP2zB4, S2q “ 1´ T 4, which is non-zero by assumption. So
Proposition 4.3 implies that the map δ1 is non-zero and hS pT2,3q “ 1.
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Let pW,S, cq and pY,Kq be as in the statement of Theorem 4.1, and
n as in (4.4). By Lemma 4.5 we may assume n ď ´2.
First suppose T 4 “ 1 in S . Take the boundary sum of pW,Sq with N copies of
the pair pCP2zB4, S3q from Lemma 4.7 to obtain a new pair pW 1, S1q with boundary
pY 1,K 1q “ pY,Kq#pS3, NT3,4q. For pW 1, S1, cq the left side of (4.2) is
hS pY 1,K 1q “ hS pY,Kq `NhS pT3,4q “ hS pY,Kq `N,
and, similar to the computation leading to Corollary 4.8, the right side of (4.2) is n` 1`N .
Furthermore, the condition η ‰ 0 is preserved under this operation. Thus the inequality
for pW 1, S1, cq is equivalent to the one for pW,S, cq. Letting N ě ´n ´ 1, we see that
pW 1, S1, cq satisfies the condition of Lemma 4.5, completing the proof in this case.
Next suppose T 4 ‰ 1 in S . We follow the same strategy, but using the trefoil and
pCP2zB4, S2q in place of T3,4 and pCP2zB4, S3q. For the pair pCP2zB4, S2q, the left
hand side of (4.2) is hS pT2,3q “ 1 and the right hand side is computed to 1 as well. We
then repeat the above strategy of taking the boundary sum of pW,Sq with enough copies of
pCP2zB4, S2q.
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Now suppose K is an unknot U1 Ă Y and let pW,Sq be such that b1pW q “ b`pW q “ 0
and S is an unknotted disk with boundary U1. Then inequality (4.2) implies
hS pY, U1q ě |w2| (4.11)
whenever w “ 2z ´ c minimizes ´pz ´ 12cq2 over all z, and ηpW,S, cq ‰ 0 P S . The
cohomology class w is called an extremal vector in the terminology of [Frø02, Frø04].
Note that if w is non-zero, ηpW,S, cq is twice the corresponding count of reducibles in the
non-singular case. We will use the following in the next section.
Lemma 4.12. Suppose 2 ‰ 0 inS . Let Σ be the Poincaré sphere oriented as the boundary
of a negative definite plumbing W with intersection form ´E8. Then hS pΣ, U1q ě 4.
Proof. The result follows from (4.11) because ´E8, the lattice of W , has an extremal vector
of square ´4 with count of reducibles η “ 16 ‰ 0 P S , see [Frø02, Section 4].
Theorem 4.1 can be generalized by incorporating µ-classes of surfaces into the argument,
as Frøyshov does in the non-singular case. The statement is as follows. Choose a non-
negative integer m, a class a P H2pW ;Zq, and supposeÿ
p´1qz2T p2z´cq¨Spa ¨ p2z ´ cqqm ‰ 0 P S
where the sum is over all z minimal with respect to c. Then:
hS pY,Kq ě 4κminpW,S, cq ´ gpSq ` 1
4
S ¨ S ´ 1
2
σpY,Kq ´m.
We leave the details to the interested reader. Upon establishing hQpY, U1q “ 4hQpY q, this
inequality recovers the inequalities for negative definite 4-manifolds from [Frø04].
4.2 Higher level morphisms of S-complexes
In Proposition 4.3, associated to pW,S, cq with boundary pY,Kq, we constructed an element
of the complex C˚pY,K; ∆S q. Although this relative element does not come from a
morphism of S-complexes, it interacts nicely with the structure of the S-complex associated
to pY,Kq. The goal of this subsection is to introduce a general algebraic structure which
captures the information of such relative elements in the context of S-complexes. We start
with the following definition which is a generalization of morphisms of S-complexes.
Definition 4.13. Let R be an integral domain. Suppose rC˚ “ C˚ ‘ C˚´1 ‘ R and rC 1˚ “
C 1˚ ‘ C 1˚ ´1 ‘R are S-complexes over R with structure maps d, v, δ1, δ2 and d1, v1, δ11, δ12
respectively. For a positive integer i, a level i morphism from rC˚ to rC 1˚ is a chain maprλ : p rC˚, rdq Ñ p rC 1˚ , rd1q which has the form
rλ “
»– λ 0 0µ λ ∆2
∆1 0 0
fifl . (4.14)
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Furthermore, we require that there is a non-zero η P R such that
δ11v1j∆2 `∆1vjδ2 `
j´1ÿ
l“0
δ11v1lµvj´1´lδ2 “
"
η j “ i´ 1
0 j ă i´ 1 . (4.15)
In the case that i “ 0, a level 0 morphism is defined to be a morphism of S-complexes in the
previous sense. 
The topological counterpart of level i morphisms of S-complexes is given by the follow-
ing definition, which generalizes Definition 2.17.
Definition 4.16. Let pW,Sq : pY,Kq Ñ pY 1,K 1q be a cobordism of pairs between oriented
knots in integer homology 3-spheres, where S is embedded, connected and oriented, and
c P H2pW ;Zq. We say pW,S, cq is negative definite of level i P Zě0 overS if:
(i) b1pW q “ b`pW q “ 0;
(ii) the index of one (and thus every) minimal reducible AL is 2i´ 1;
(iii) ηpW,S, cq is non-zero as an element inS .
If c “ 0, we also say pW,Sq is a negative definite pair of level i overS . 
The reader should note that, similar to Definition 2.17, the conditions in Definition 4.16
are about the cohomology groups of W , the homology class of S and the cohomology class
c. In particular, one can easily check it in many explicit cases.
Proposition 4.17. Let pW,S, cq : pY,Kq Ñ pY 1,K 1q be negative definite of level i overS .
Then pW,S, cq induces a level i morphism rλpW,S,cq : rC˚pY,K; ∆S q Ñ rC˚pY 1,K 1; ∆S q of
S-complexes. At the level of ZˆR-graded enriched complexes, we have
rλpW,S,cq ´ rCl,jpY,K; ∆S q¯ Ď ď
kďj`2κminpW,S,cq`δ
rCl`2i,kpY 1,K 1; ∆S q (4.18)
where δ can be made arbitrary small by arranging the auxiliary perturbations in the definition
of rC˚pY,K; ∆S q, rC˚pY 1,K 1; ∆S q and rλpW,S,cq small enough.
Proof. The construction of the matrix components of rλpW,S,cq and showing that it is a
chain map are similar to the case of maps associated to negative definite pairs as it is
reviewed in Subsection 2.4. To obtain the relations in (4.15), consider the moduli space
MpW,S, c; θ, θ1q2j`1 for 0 ď j ď i´ 1 where θ and θ1 are reducibles associated to pY,Kq
and pY 1,K 1q. The assumption on pW,S, cq implies that for j ă i´ 1, MpW,S, c; θ, θ1q2j`1
does not contain any reducible, and only minimal reducibles contribute to this moduli
space if j “ i ´ 1, which we can assume are regular [DCX17, Section 7.3]. Analogous
to the proof of Proposition 4.3, we cut down MpW,S, c; θ, θ1q2j`1 by j codimension two
divisors associated to j points x1, x2, . . . , xj Ă S, and then study the ends (and boundary
components) of the resulting 1-manifold to obtain the desired relations.
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To simplify our analysis it is convenient to make some additional assumptions on the
points x1, . . . , xj . The surface cobordism S (after adding cylindrical ends) has an end
modeled on p´8, 0s ˆ K. Let y P K be the basepoint of the knot K. Then we assume
xl “ ptl, yq P p´8, 0s ˆK are such that
t1 ă t2 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă tj ă 0
where tl`1 ´ tl (1 ď l ď j ´ 1) and ´tj are very large. Later in the proof we make the
latter condition more precise. From now on we also assume that j “ i´ 1. The proof for
j ă i ´ 1 is similar. We also focus on the case that the coefficient ring is F “ Z{2. By
taking into account orientations of moduli spaces using the conventions of [DS], we can
lift the coefficients to Z. By working with local systems, the proof can be easily adapted
to obtain the extension to the coefficient ring ZrU˘1, T˘1s and the claim in (4.18) about
morphisms at the level of enriched complexes (cf. Proposition 2.38).
Studying the ends and the boundary components of the intersection of the space
MpW,S, c; θ, θ1q2i´1 with the i ´ 1 codimension 2 divisors, after having removed small
neighborhoods of the reducibles, implies that
∆1,i´1δ2 ` δ11∆2,i´1 “ ηpW,S, cq. (4.19)
The term on the left hand side of the identity are the contributions of the ends of the
moduli space and the term on the right hand side are the boundary points corresponding
to the minimal reducibles. Furthermore, ∆1,i´1 : C˚pY,Kq Ñ F and ∆2,i´1 : F Ñ
C˚pY 1,K 1q are homomorphisms defined as follows. For a generator α P C˚pY,Kq we cut
down MpW,S, c;α, θ1q2i´2 by the codimension 2 divisors associated to x1, . . . , xi´1, and
∆1,i´1pαq is the number of elements of this 0-dimensional space. Similarly, the coefficient of
a generator α1 P C˚pY 1,K 1q in ∆2,i´1p1q is the count of elements of MpW,S, c; θ, α1q2i´2
after being cut down by the divisors associated to x1, . . . , xi´1. In particular, CpW,S, cq in
Proposition 4.3 can be regarded as a special case of the map ∆2,i´1.
Next we identify the left hand side of (4.19) in terms of rλpW,S,cq and the differentials
of rC˚pY,Kq and rC˚pY 1,K 1q. Our assumption on the arrangement of x1, . . . , xi´1 implies
that ∆1,i´1 “ ∆1vi´1. To analyze ∆2,i´1, we need to move the points xi one by one to
the other end of the cobordism. Part of the data of the cobordism map rλpW,S,cq is a path γ
from the basepoint of K to that of K 1. To be more precise, γ : RÑ S is a map such that
γptq “ pt, yq for t ď ´1 and γptq “ pt, y1q for t ě 1 with y1 being the basepoint ofK 1. Take
the homotopy which moves the point xi´1 along the path γ in the positive direction. This
defines a codimension 1 divisor of MpW,S, c; θ, α1q2i´2 with boundary being the divisor
associated to the point xi´1. Further cutting down MpW,S, c; θ, α1q2i´2 by the codimension
2 divisors associated to x1, . . . , xi´2 gives rise to a (possibly non-compact) 1-dimensional
manifold Nα1 where the count of boundary components is equal to ∆2,i´1.
The 1-manifoldNα1 can be compactified by compactifying its ends, which are of the three
types demonstrated in Figure 6. The count of the ends of type (i) is equal to the coefficient
of α1 in v∆2,i´2p1q. Here ∆2,i´2 is defined similar to ∆2,i´1 with the difference that we
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(i)
(ii)
(iii)
Figure 6: The three types of ends of the moduli space Nα1
only use the points x1, . . . , xi´2 to cut down the moduli spaces MpW,S, c; θ, α1q2i´4. The
count of the ends of type (ii) gives the coefficient of α1 in µi´1δ2 where µi´1 : C˚pY,Kq Ñ
C˚pY 1,K 1q is the map given by cutting the moduli spacesMpW,S, c;α, α1q2i´3 after cutting
down by codimension divisors 2 associated to the points x1, . . . , xi´2 and the codimension
1 divisor associated to the homotopy of the point xi´1. Our assumption about the points
x1, . . . , xi´1 implies that µi´1 “ µvi´2. Finally, the ends of type (iii) gives the coefficient of
α1 in a term of the form d1Φp1q where Φ : FÑ C˚pY,Kq is defined in terms of the moduli
spaces MpW,S, c; θ, α1q2i´3 after cutting down by codimension 2 divisors associated to
x1, . . . , xi´2 and the codimension 1 divisor associated to the homotopy of the point xi´1.
Since we are eventually interested in δ11∆2,i´1, the term d1Φp1q does not play any role as a
consequence of δ11d1 “ 0. In summary, we obtain the relation
δ11∆2,i´1 “ δ11v1∆2,i´2 ` δ11µvi´2δ2.
We iterate this process to study the term δ11v1∆2,i´2 by moving the remaining points
x1, . . . , xi´2 to the outgoing end of the cobordism, one by one. When we apply this
iteration to the point xk, we obtain an additional term of the form δ11vi´1´kµvk´1δ2. Thus
the desired relation is given at the end of this process.
4.3 Immersed cobordisms, crossing changes and twisting
In this subsection, we firstly extend the scope of Theorem 4.1 to the case of normally
immersed cobordisms. Then we apply this extension to some special cobordisms to obtain
further information about the invariant hS pY,Kq. As already manifested in the proof of
Theorem 4.1, the behavior of hS pY,Kq depends on whether T 4 “ 1 or not.
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Let pW,Sq : pY,Kq Ñ pY 1,K 1q be a cobordism of pairs such that b1pW q “ b`pW q “
0, where S is a normally immersed oriented cobordism of genus g with s` and s´ pos-
itive and negative double points, and c P H2pW ;Zq. We can extend the definition of
κminpW,S, cq and ηpW,S, cq of Subsection 2.3 to the immersed case because they only
depend on the cohomology ring of W and the homology class of S and the cohomology
class c. After blowing up we have the pair pW,Sq. Let e1, . . . , es` denote the homology
classes of exceptional spheres at the positive double points, and f1, . . . , fs´ the remaining
exceptional spheres. The homology class of S is
rSs “ rSs ´ 2e1 ´ 2e2 ´ ¨ ¨ ¨ ´ 2es` .
Let c be the class in H2pW,Zq determined by c. Then any reducible connection AL
associated to pW,S, cq is determined by its Chern class c1pLq, given as
z `
sÿ`
i“1
kiei `
sÿ´
j“1
ljfj P H2pW ;Zq ‘ Zs``s´ . (4.20)
The topological energy and the monopole number of any such reducible are
κpALq “ ´
ˆ
z ` 1
4
S ´ 1
2
c
˙2
`
sÿ`
i“1
ˆ
ki ´ 1
2
˙2
`
sÿ´
j“1
l2j ,
νpALq “ p2z ´ cq ¨ S ` 4
sÿ`
i“1
ki.
In particular, the minimum topological energy κminpW,S, cq is equal to κminpW,S, cq`s`{4
and is realized by the cohomology classes as in (4.20) such that z is minimal for pW,S, cq,
ki P t0, 1u and lj “ 0. Note S ¨ S “ S ¨ S ´ 4s`. Moreover, it is straightforward to check
that in this situation we have
ηpW,S, cq “ p1´ T 4qs`ηpW,S, cq. (4.21)
In particular, non-vanishing of ηpW,S, cq implies the non-vanishing of ηpW,S, cq in the
case that T 4 ‰ 1.
If T 4 “ 1, the class c needs to be modified to avoid vanishing of (4.21). Define
c “ c´ e1 ´ ¨ ¨ ¨ ´ es` .
Then ηpW,S, cq “ ηpW,S, cq, κminpW,S, cq “ κminpW,S, cq and the minimum topolog-
ical energy is realized by the cohomology classes as in (4.20) such that z is minimal for
pW,S, cq and ki “ lj “ 0.
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Theorem 4.22. Suppose pY,Kq, pY 1,K 1q and pW,S, cq are given as above. Suppose that
ηpW,S, cq ‰ 0 P S . Then we have the following inequality:
hS pY 1,K 1q ´ hS pY,Kq ě
4κminpW,S, cq ´ gpSq ` 1
4
S ¨ S ´ εS ´ 1
2
pσpY 1,K 1q ´ σpY,Kqq, (4.23)
where εS “ 0 if T 4 ‰ 1 inS and εS “ s` if T 4 “ 1.
Proof. This is a slight variation of Theorem 4.1 and in fact it can be reduced to that theorem.
By firstly blowing up pW,Sq to obtain pW,Sq and then removing a neighborhood of the
path from the basepoint of K to the basepoint of K 1 one obtains a pair pW 1, S1q with
boundary p´Y#Y,´K#K 1q. Then we apply Theorem 4.1 to pW 1, S1q and a choice of
c1 P H2pW 1;Zq which is determined by the above discussion. This and the additivity of hS
with respect to connected sum gives the desired inequality.
It is instructive to consider the cobordism version of the proof of Theorem 4.1 at least in
the case that the right side of (4.23), denoted by i, is positive. The argument will be useful
later when we study the behavior of ΓpY,Kq with respect to cobordisms. By Proposition 4.17
there is a level i morphism rλpW,S,cq : p rC˚pY,K; ∆S q, rdq Ñ p rC˚pY 1,K 1; ∆S q, rd1q with
the matrix components λ, µ, ∆1 and ∆2. Let also the matrix components of rd and rd1 be
given by d, v, δ1, δ2, and d1, v1, δ11, δ12 respectively. Using the defining relations of level i
morphisms, it is straightforward to check
δ11v1lλ “
˜
∆1v
l `
l´1ÿ
j“0
δ11v1jµvl´1´j
¸
d
`
l´1ÿ
j“0
˜
∆1v
jδ2 ` δ1v1j∆2 `
j´1ÿ
k“0
δ11v1kµvj´1´kδ2
¸
δ1v
l´1´j , (4.24)
λvlδ2 “´ d1
˜
v1l∆2 `
l´1ÿ
j“0
v1jµvl´1´jδ2
¸
`
l´1ÿ
j“0
v1l´1´jδ12
˜
δ11v1j∆2 `∆1vjδ2 `
j´1ÿ
k“0
δ11v1kµvj´1´kδ2
¸
. (4.25)
Suppose h “ hS pY,Kq ě 1. There is α P C˚pY,K; ∆S q such that dα “ 0 and h´ 1
is the smallest integer l such that δ1vlpαq is non-zero. For α1 “ λpαq, (4.24) implies that
δ11v1lpα1q “
"
0 l ď h` i´ 2
ηpW,S, cqδ1vh´1pαq l “ h` i´ 1
Since d1α1 “ 0, we conclude that hS pY 1,K 1q ě h ` i. In the case h ď 0, there are
α P C˚pY 1,K 1; ∆S q, a0, . . . , a´h P S with a´h ‰ 0 such that
dα “
´hÿ
l“0
vlδ2palq. (4.26)
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If ´i ă h ď 0, then define α1 as follows:
α1 “ λpαq `
´hÿ
l“0
˜
v1l∆2palq `
l´1ÿ
j“0
v1jµvl´1´jδ2palq
¸
. (4.27)
By (4.26) we have dα1 “ 0 and (4.24) implies that
δ11v1lpα1q “
"
0 l ď h` i´ 2
ηpW,S, cqa´h l “ h` i´ 1 .
Finally for h ď ´i, applying λ to (4.26) implies that
dα1 “ δ2pa10q ` vδ2pa11q ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` v´h´iδ2pa1´ h´iq
with α1 again defined as in (4.27), and where each a1k is given by
a1k “
´h´k´1ÿ
j“i´1
˜
δ11v1j∆2pak`j`1q `∆1vjδ2pak`j`1q `
j´1ÿ
m“0
δ11v1mµvj´1´mδ2pak`j`1q
¸
.
In particular, a1´ h´i “ ηpW,S, cqa´h, which is non-zero. This completes the proof.
Examples of cobordisms as in Theorem 4.22 arise from crossing changes. Namely,
suppose the knot pY,Kq is obtained from pY,K 1q by replacing s` positive crossings with
negative crossings and s´ negative crossings with positive crossings. Then there is an
annulus immersed in W “ I ˆ Y giving a cobordism S : K Ñ K 1 with the properties
discussed above. We refer to pW,Sq in this situation as a crossing change cobordism. Since
W is the product cobordism, we have ηpW,S, cq “ 1 and κminpW,S, cq “ 0 for c “ 0.
We already made use of one crossing change cobordism in the proof of Theorem 4.1:
pS3, U1q Ñ pS3, T2,3q,
obtained from deleting a 4-ball from the pair pCP2zB4, S2q of Lemma 4.7, is the same as
the cobordism induced by turning the unknot into the trefoil by a positive crossing change.
Thus s` “ 1 and s´ “ 0 for this example. We now apply Theorem 4.22 to crossing change
cobordisms to obtain the main part of Theorem 7:
Proposition 4.28. Suppose K and K 1 are homotopic knots in Y , and T 4 ‰ 1. Then
hS pY,Kq ` σpY,Kq{2 “ hS pY,K 1q ` σpY,K 1q{2.
In particular, if K is a null-homotopic knot in Y , then
hS pY,Kq ´ hS pY,U1q “ ´σpY,Kq{2.
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Proof. Take a crossing change cobordism S : K Ñ K 1, which exists because K and K 1 are
homotopic knots. Then Theorem 4.22 applied to this cobordism implies that
hS pY,Kq ` σpY,Kq{2 ď hS pY,K 1q ` σpY,K 1q{2.
We obtain the reverse inequality by applying Theorem 4.22 to the reverse cobordism.
Remark 4.29. In the next section we shall show that hS pY,U1q “ 4hS pY q, where hS pY q
is the (non-singular) Frøyshov invariant for the integral homology sphere Y . This will
complete the proof of the claim hS pY,Kq “ ´σpY,Kq{2` 4hS pY q for a null-homotopic
knot. In general hS pY,Kq ` σpY,Kq{2 induces a map on conjugacy classes of pi1pY q
which is equal to 4hS pY q at the trivial conjugacy class. However, the authors do not know
if the invariant is ever different for a non-trivial conjugacy class. 
Crossing change cobordisms form a special case of twist cobordisms which appeared in
Lemma 4.7. In the light of Proposition 4.28, we study the behavior of hS with respect to
twist cobordisms in the case that T 4 “ 1.
Proposition 4.30. Let K and K 1 be knots in Y related by a full twist around a collection of
strands with linking number d, as in Figure 5. If T 4 “ 1 inS then
hS pY,K 1q ´ hS pY,Kq ě ´
Z
d2
4
^
´ 1
2
pσpY,K 1q ´ σpY,Kqq. (4.31)
Proof. In the case that d is odd, the twist cobordism pW,Sq : pY,Kq Ñ pY,K 1q with
c “ 0 satisfies the assumption of Theorem 4.22 with κmin “ 1{16. Since S has g “ 0 and
self-intersection ´d2, the claim follows from Theorem 4.22. The same argument applies in
the case d is congruent to 0 modulo 4, with the difference that κmin “ 0. If d is congruent to
2 modulo 4, then we need to modify c to a generator of H2pW ;Zq to guarantee η ‰ 0. This
produces pW,S, cq with κmin “ 0 again, which in turn gives (4.31).
Remark 4.32. Although it is possible to apply the argument of Proposition 4.30 to the
case that T 4 ‰ 1, this does not give rise to any interesting information because the knots
K and K 1 in Proposition 4.30 are homotopic and Proposition 4.28 already determines
hS pY,K 1q ´ hS pY,Kq. 
4.4 An inequality for the Γ-invariant
We now turn to an inequality for the invariant ΓRpY,Kq. Here we fix an integral domain R
which is an algebra over ZrT˘1s. The following is an analogue of an inequality for the ΓY
invariant in the non-singular setting [Dae18].
Proposition 4.33. Let pW,Sq : pY,Kq Ñ pY 1,K 1q be a cobordism of pairs with b1pW q “
b`pW q “ 0 such that S is normally immersed with s` positive and s´ negative double
points, and let c P H2pW ;Zq. Suppose that ηpW,S, cq ‰ 0 P RrU˘1s. Let
i :“ 4κminpW,S, cq ´ gpSq ` 1
4
S ¨ S ´ εR ` 1
2
σpY,Kq ´ 1
2
σpY 1,K 1q (4.34)
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where εR “ 0 if T 4 ‰ 1 in R, and εR “ s` if T 4 “ 1. Let k P Z. If i ě 0, then
ΓRpY 1,K1qpk ` iq ď 2κminpW,S, cq `
1
2
ps` ´ εRq ` ΓRpY,Kqpkq. (4.35)
Proof. Let pW,Sq be given by blowing up pW,Sq and c be the cohomology class given in
Subsection 4.3, which depends on whether T 4 “ 1 or not. Proposition 4.17 provides a level i
morphism rλpW,S,cq : rC˚pY,K; ∆S q Ñ rC˚pY 1,K 1; ∆S q. We suppose no perturbations are
needed in these constructions, so that the S-complexes rC˚pY,K; ∆S q and rC˚pY 1,K 1; ∆S q
are I-graded and the cobordism map rλpW,S,cq increases the Z-grading rgr by 2i and is of level
2κminpW,S, cq with respect to the R-grading. The proof can be adapted to the general case
of enriched complexes by a limiting argument as in [Dae18].
For each integer k, ΓRpY,Kqpkq is defined by taking the minimum of the instanton grading
of all α P C˚pY,K; ∆S qwith rgr “ 2k´1 which satisfy an appropriate condition depending
on k. The proof of Theorem 4.22 explains how one can define α1 P C˚pY 1,K 1; ∆S q withrgr “ 2k ` 2i´ 1 which satisfies the condition relevant for the definition of ΓRpY 1,K1qpk ` iq.
Using the behavior of rλpW,S,cq with respect to the ZˆR bigrading, we see that
degIpα1q ď maxpdegIpαq, 0q ` 2κminpW,S, cq. (4.36)
Moreover, if k ą 0, then maxpdegIpαq, 0q can be replaced with degIpαq because δ1vk´1pαq
is non-trivial and hence degIpαq ą 0. The inequality in (4.36) and its modification for
positive values of k give rise to (4.35).
Remark 4.37. The reader might wonder to what extent the assumption on non-negativity of
i in Proposition 4.33 is necessary. It seems plausible that the same result holds even after
removing this assumption. In any case, there is a straightforward way to obtain a weaker
result by following the same trick as in the proof of Theorem 4.1. In the case that T 4 ‰ 1
and the integer i associated to the cobordism pW,Sq : pY,Kq Ñ pY 1,K 1q is negative, we
take the boundary sum of pW,Sq with ´i copies of pCP2zB4, S2q to obtain a cobordism
pW 1, S1q : pY,Kq Ñ pY 1,K 1#p´iqT2,3q such that the corresponding value of i is equal to
0. In particular, we can apply Proposition 4.33 to see
ΓRpY 1,K1#p´iqT2,3qpkq ď 2κminpW,S, cq ´
i
2
` s`
2
` ΓRpY,Kqpkq.
Using the connected sum theorem of [DS] one can see that the left hand side of the above
inequality is not less than ΓRpY 1,K1qpk ` iq. In the case that T 4 “ 1, we may replace T2,3 and
pCP2zB4, S2q with T3,4 and pCP2zB4, S3q to obtain a similar inequality in which s` is
removed and the term i{2 is replaced with i{8. 
We have the following immediate corollary of Proposition 4.33:
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Corollary 4.38. Suppose S : K Ñ K 1 is a normally immersed cobordism in I ˆ S3 with
s` positive and s´ negative double points. Suppose T 4 ‰ 1 in R, and
i :“ 1
2
σpKq ´ 1
2
σpK 1q ´ gpSq ě 0.
Then we have the following inequality:
ΓRK1pk ` iq ď s`2 ` Γ
R
Kpkq.
In particular, if ´σpKq{2 ě 0, then we have the inequality
ΓRK
ˆ
´1
2
σpKq
˙
ď 1
2
cs` pKq.
This corollary implies Theorem 2, and thus completes the proof of Theorems 1 and 3.
Proof. For any immersed discD in the 4-dimensional ball with boundaryK Ă S3, we obtain
a cobordism S : U1 Ñ K of genus 0 immersed into I ˆ S3 by removing a neighborhood of
a point on the interior of D away from the immersed points. This allows us to obtain the
second part from the first part.
The following is a generalization of Corollary 4.38 to the case that W : S3 Ñ S3 is the
blow up of the product cobordism.
Corollary 4.39. Suppose pW,Sq : pS3,Kq Ñ pS3,K 1q is a cobordism of pairs where W
is the connected sum of I ˆ S3 and CP2, and S is an embedded cobordism of degree d. Let
i :“ εRpdq ´ d
2
4
´ s` ` 1
2
σpY,Kq ´ 1
2
σpY 1,K 1q ´ gpSq (4.40)
where εRpdq P 14Z is defined as follows:
εRpdq “
$’’’’&’’’’%
1` s` T 4 ‰ 1, d even, d ‰ 0;
s` T 4 ‰ 1, d “ 0;
1
4 ` s` T 4 ‰ 1, d odd;
0 T 4 “ 1, d even;
1
4 T
4 “ 1, d odd.
(4.41)
If i ě 0, then for any integer k we have:
ΓRK1pk ` iq ď εRpdq2 ` Γ
R
Kpkq. (4.42)
We give the following application of Corollary 4.39 to the CP2-genus of the knot 74.
Corollary 4.43. The knot 74 is not slice in CP
2. That is to say, there is no cobordism
pW,Sq : pS3, U1q Ñ pS3, 74q where W is the blow up of the product cobordism and S is
diffeomorphic to an annulus.
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Proof. Most of this problem was addressed in [Pic19]. It is shown there that there is no
genus zero cobordism S : U1 Ñ 74 in the cobordism W : S3 Ñ S3 unless the degree of S
is equal to 2. If there is one such degree two cobordism, then the quantity i and εRp2q in
(4.40) and (4.41) for R “ ZrT˘1s are both equal to 1. Thus (4.42) for k “ 0 gives
Γ74p1q ď 12
which contradicts with our computation of Γ74p1q in Section 3.
Remark 4.44. Given a knot K, one can ask if it can be obtained from the unknot by a
full-twist of linking number d. This problem has been recently studied in [AL20]. Corollary
4.43 implies that the knot 74 cannot be obtained from the unknot by a twist of linking number
2. This determines one of the unknown values in [AL20]. 
4.5 Torus knots
In this subsection we study how the special structure of the singular instanton chain com-
plexes for torus knots imposes constraints on cobordisms and their induced maps.
Theorem 4.45. Suppose pW,Sq : pS3, Tp,qq Ñ pS3, Tp,qq is a homology concordance and
S “ ZrU˘1, T˘1s. Then rλpW,Sq : rC˚pTp,q; ∆S q Ñ rC˚pTp,q; ∆S q is S-chain homotopy
equivalent to an isomorphism.
Proof. Since the Chern-Simons functional of a torus knot Tp,q is non-degenerate, we may
define the enriched complex rC˚pTp,q; ∆S q using a perturbation of the Chern-Simons func-
tional of Tp,q which is trivial in a neighborhood of singular flat connections, the critical
points of the Chern-Simons functional. In particular, C˚pTp,q; ∆S q is generated by lifted
irreducible singular flat connections rα1, . . . , rαm associated to Tp,q where m “ ´σpTp,qq{2,
and the differential d : C˚pTp,q; ∆S q Ñ C˚pTp,q; ∆S q vanishes. Let rαi be the lift of the
flat connection αi such that rgrpαiq “ 1 or 3 and holTp,qprαiq P r0, 1q. Define rλpW,Sq using a
compatible perturbation of the ASD equation for singular connections on pW,Sq.
Next, we study the map λpW,Sq : C˚pTp,q; ∆S q Ñ C˚pTp,q; ∆S q by looking at the
coefficient of rαj in λpW,Sqprαiq for any i and j, which is an element of ZrU˘1, T˘1s denoted
by xλpW,Sqprαiq, rαjy. This coefficient is zero unless rgrpαiq “ rgrpαjq. Furthermore, if
degIprαjq ą degIprαiq, then xλpW,Sqprαiq, rαjy is again zero if we take the perturbations
involved in the definition of rC˚pTp,q; ∆S q and rλpW,Sq small enough. In the case that the
Z ˆR-bigradings of rαi and rαj agree with each other, xλpW,Sqprαiq, rαjy is an element of
ZrT˘1s. This Laurent polynomial is in fact an integer if the perturbations are small enough.
To see this, we momentarily assume that all perturbations are trivial. Then the instantons
involved in the definition of xλpW,Sqprαiq, rαjy are flat singular connections on pW,Sq. In
particular, their monopole numbers are equal to zero. This together with the assumption
holTp,qprαiq, holTp,qprαjq P r0, 1q imply that xλpW,Sqprαiq, rαjy P Z. In the case that we need
to use perturbations, we can obtain the same conclusion by taking a perturbation which is
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small enough (see [Dae18] for similar arguments). In summary, if we order rα1, . . . , rαm
based on their Z-gradings and then their R-gradings, the map λpW,Sq is given by an upper-
triangular block matrix such that the diagonal blocks take values in integers. To prove our
claim it suffices to show that the diagonal blocks are invertible.
If the diagonal blocks of λpW,Sq are not invertible, then λpW,Sq is not an isomorphism
over the fieldS 1 “ FracppZ{rqrT˘1sq where r is a prime number. Since hS 1pTp,qq “ m
according to Proposition 4.28, there is some ζ P C˚pTp,q; ∆S 1q such that
m´ 1 “ mintj | δ1vjpζq ‰ 0u.
Let ζ 1 “ λpW,Sqpζq. Since rλpW,Sq induces a morphism of S-complexes, we have
m´ 1 “ mintj | δ1vjpζ 1q ‰ 0u.
In particular, this shows that vkζ 1 for 0 ď k ď m´ 1 gives a basis for C˚pTp,q; ∆S 1q, which
is a contradiction, and hence λpW,Sq is an isomorphism.
The map rλpW,Sq is filtered with respect to the filtration
0 Ď C˚´1pTp,q; ∆S q Ď C˚´1pTp,q; ∆S q ‘S Ď rC˚pTp,q; ∆S q
and the induced map by rλpW,Sq on the graded part of the above filtration is given by the
maps λpW,Sq, 1 and λpW,Sq. Thus rλpW,Sq is an isomorphism, too.
The following is a consequence of the proof of Theorem 4.45, and is a slight generaliza-
tion of Theorem 8 from the introduction.
Corollary 4.46. Let pW,Sq : pS3, Tp,qq Ñ pY,Kq be a homology concordance. Then any
traceless SUp2q representation of pi1pS3zTp,qq extends over the concordance complement.
Proof. Since we can compose pW,Sq with its flipped copy as a cobordism from pY,Kq to
pS3, Tp,qq, it suffices to prove this for the case that pY,Kq “ pS3, Tp,qq. Firstly supposerλpW,Sq can be defined with trivial perturbations. Following the terminology of the proof of
Theorem 4.45, in the upper-triangular block representation of λpW,Sq all diagonal blocks
have to be invertible. However, if for a given αi there is no singular flat connection on
pW,Sq extending αi on the incoming end, then a column of one of the diagonal blocks of
λpW,Sq vanishes, which is a contradiction. In the presence of perturbations, one still obtains
a similar contradiction for small perturbations using a limiting argument.
Corollary 4.47. Suppose pW,Sq : pS3, Tp,qq Ñ pY,Kq is a homology concordance. Then
for any of the invariants I˚, pI˚, qI˚, I 7˚ and I 6˚ with any choice of coefficient ring (twisted or
untwisted), the invariant of Tp,q is a summand of the invariant of K.
Proof. Let pW 1, S1q : pY,Kq Ñ pS3, Tp,qq be given by flipping the cobordism pW,Sq. The-
orem 4.45 implies that rλpW 1,S1q ˝ rλpW,Sq is S-chain homotopy equivalent to an isomorphism.
In particular, λpW 1,S1q˝λpW,Sq is chain homotopy equivalent to an isomorphism. This implies
that λpW,Sq : I˚pS3, Tp,qq Ñ I˚pY,Kq is an isomorphism. Similar arguments apply to the
other flavors of singular instanton homology using the definitions and results of [DS].
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Remark 4.48. In the case that pW,Sq : pS3, Tp,qq Ñ pY,Kq is a homology concordance
such that the concordance complement W zS has a handle decomposition with no 3-handles
(e.g. W “ I ˆ S3 and S is a ribbon concordance), Corollary 4.46 can be proved using an
elementary argument without appealing to Yang-Mills gauge theory [Gor81, DLSVVW20].
On the other hand, the proof of Theorem 4.46 relies heavily on the properties of equivariant
singular instanton homology developed in the current paper. To see whether Corollary 4.46
is a genuine application of gauge theory, it would be desirable to find a knot concordant to
a torus knot Tp,q such that there is no ribbon concordance from Tp,q to K. As pointed out
in the introduction, the authors do not know whether any such knot exists. One possible
approach to obtain such a knot is to find a K concordant to Tp,q and then use one of the
known obstructions to rule out the existence of a ribbon concordance from Tp,q toK. Various
versions of instanton Floer homology provide such obstructions [DLSVVW20, KM19b].
However, Corollary 4.47 asserts that they are not useful in this direction. 
Remark 4.49. Another obstruction to the existence of ribbon concordances is given by the
Alexander polynomial [Gor81, Gil84]. If there is a ribbon concordance from K to K 1, then
∆K1ptq “ ∆Kptqfptqfpt´1q where ∆Kptq and ∆K1ptq are the (symmetrized) Alexander
polynomials of K and K 1, and fptq is a polynomial with integer coefficients. If a torus knot
Tp,q is concordant to a knot K 1, then the Fox-Milnor theorem implies that ∆Tp,qptq∆K1ptq
is equal to gptqgpt´1q for a polynomial g with integer coefficients. Any root ω of ∆Tp,qptq
is simple with norm 1. For any such root gpωqgpω´1q vanishes and hence gpωq “ 0 or
gpω´1q “ 0. The latter case is also equivalent to gpωq “ 0 because ω has norm one and g
has integer coefficients. In summary gptq “ ∆Tp,qptqfptq for a polynomial fptq with integer
coefficients. Thus ∆Kptq “ ∆Tp,qptqfptqfpt´1q, i.e., the Alexander polynomial cannot be
used to rule out the existence of a ribbon concordance from Tp,q to K. 
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5 The twisted Frøyshov invariant and suspension
In this section we prove the following, which completes the proof of Theorem 7:
Theorem 5.1. Suppose T 4 ‰ 1 and 2 ‰ 0 in S . Let K be a null-homotopic knot in an
integer homology 3-sphere Y . Then we have
hS pY,Kq “ ´1
2
σpY,Kq ` 4hS pY q
where hS pY q is the Frøyshov invariant for integer homology 3-spheres.
The Frøyshov invariant hS pY q is defined following the construction in [Frø02], using
the chain complex rC˚pY ; ∆S q. In general we can form such a chain complex with local
coefficients for an algebra over ZrU˘1s where U is tied to the Chern–Simons functional.
Thus in defining hS pY q the local coefficient system is formed by viewingS as an algebra
over ZrU˘1s, and the T variable no longer plays an essential role.
By Proposition 4.28, to prove Theorem 5.1 we need only establish
hS pY, U1q “ 4hS pY q (5.2)
whenever 2 ‰ 0 inS where U1 is an unknot in a small 3-ball contained in Y . The condition
That 2 ‰ 0 inS is required by the constructions of [Frø02].
The second subsection establishes a kind of categorification of Theorem 5.1. Let Y “ S3.
IfS is a field, then the Frøyshov invariant hS pKq determines the local equivalence class
of the S-complex rC˚pK; ∆S q, and Theorem 5.1 implies that this local equivalence class
is determined by the signature of K. But in fact more is true: the signature determines the
S-chain homotopy type of rC˚pK; ∆S q. In establishing this we are lead to the notion of
suspending cobordisms by the trefoil cobordism. This idea was already utilized to an extent
in Section 4, and will play an important role in the sequel.
In the final subsection we formulate a connected sum theorem which further explains the
relation (5.2). We only sketch the ideas and leave some details for future investigation.
5.1 The Frøyshov invariant for an unknot
Here we establish (5.2), which completes the proof of Theorem 5.1.
Proposition 5.3. Suppose 2 ‰ 0 inS . Then hS pY, U1q “ 4hS pY q.
Proof. Suppose S is an unknotted disc in W “ I ˆ Y that fills the unknot U1 in t0u ˆ Y .
Then pW,Sq : pY,U1q Ñ pY,Hq is a cobordism of pairs, which admits a reducible sin-
gular flat connection with index ´1. The moduli space of (perturbed) singular ASD con-
nections on pW,Sq which are asymptotic to irreducible (perturbed) flat connections and
have dimension zero gives rise to a chain map φ : C˚pY,U1; ∆S q Ñ C˚pY ; ∆S q where
pC˚pY ; ∆S q, dY q is Floer’s instanton complex with local coefficient system ∆S . Consid-
ering the 0-dimensional moduli spaces on pW,Sq which are asymptotic to an irreducible
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(perturbed) flat connection on the end pY,U1q and the trivial connection on the end Y
determines a map D : C˚pY,U1;S q Ñ S which satisfies the following property:
D ˝ d` δ1 ´D1 ˝ φ “ 0. (5.4)
Here D1 : C˚pY ;S q Ñ S is the map defined by counting (perturbed non-singular) ASD
instantons over the cylinder Rˆ Y which are asymptotic to an irreducible (perturbed) flat
connection on the incoming end and the trivial connection on the outgoing end. The above
identity follows from a standard argument by considering 1-dimensional moduli spaces of
singular ASD connections over pW,Sq. In particular, the term δ1 comes from gluing the
reducible flat connection on pW,Sq to singular instantons on pR ˆ Y,R ˆ U1q from an
irreducible (perturbed) flat connection to the reducible flat connection on pY, U1q.
The identity in (5.4) and the chain map property of φ implies that
hS pY, U1q ą 0 ùñ hS pY q ą 0 (5.5)
The two invariants hS p ¨ q and hS p ¨ , U1 q define homomorphisms Θ3Z Ñ Z from the integer
homology cobordism group to integers. The implication in (5.5) implies that the kernel of
hS pY q is a subset of the kernel of hS pY, U1q. On the other hand, if hS pY, U1q “ 0, then
hS pY#Σ, U1q ą 0 and hS pY#´ Σ, U1q ă 0 where Σ is the Poincaré homology sphere.
This is a consequence of Corollary 4.12. Using (5.5), we conclude that hS pY#Σq ą 0
and hS pY# ´ Σq ă 0. Since hS pΣq “ 1 [Frø02], we have hS pY q “ 0. Thus the two
invariants hS p ¨ q and hS p ¨ , U1 q have equal kernels, and to complete the proof it suffices to
show that hS pΣ, U1q “ 4.
The Chern-Simons functional of the pair pΣ, U1q is Morse-Bott and its irreducible critical
set consists of two copies of S2. Thus rkpI1pΣ, U1; ∆S qq is at most 2. From this, (2.6)
implies that hS pΣ, U1q ď 4. This inequality and Lemma 4.12 shows that hS pΣ, U1q “ 4,
completing the proof.
In the statement of Theorem 5.1 with S “ ZrU˘1, T˘1s the non-singular Frøyshov
invariant hS pY q for the homology 3-sphere Y that appears is a priori different from the one
defined by Frøyshov. Indeed, we are using a local coefficient system over the ring ZrU˘1s
while Frøyshov works over Z. Similarly, we might inquire about the role of the variable U
for singular Frøyshov invariants. The following shows that this role is inessential.
Proposition 5.6. Let R be an integral domain algebra over ZrT˘1s and S “ RrU˘1s.
Then hS pY,Kq “ hRpY,Kq.
Proof. Let α1, . . . , αn be singular flat connections which generate C1pY,K; ∆Rq. Suppose
that dα “ 0 where α “ ř ciαi where ci P R and δ1α ‰ 0. The flat connections αi have liftsrαi each having Z-grading 1. Let rα “ ř cirαi. Then in the enriched complex over RrU˘1s,
drα “ÿ airβi
where the rβi are lifts of flat connections and have Z-grading 0. The important observation
here is that ai P R and contains no powers of U . This is in fact a special case of Lemma
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2.40. From this we see that drα “ 0. Since δ1α ‰ 0 over R the same is true overS . Thus
hRpY,Kq ą 0 implies hS pY,Kq ą 0. Similar to the proof of Proposition 5.3, equality then
follows by the fact that the invariants agree for the trefoil (see [DS] for the computation of
hS pT2,3q for allS ).
A similar argument shows that U plays essentially no role in the determination of
Frøyshov’s h-invariant for homology 3-spheres.
5.2 Suspension and S-complexes
Consider an immersed cobordism pW,Sq : pY,Kq Ñ pY 1,K 1q with normal crossings as in
Subsection 4.3. For simplicity we restrict to the case in which W “ I ˆ Y is a product and
so Y “ Y 1. Let pW,Sq be the resulting blown-up cobordism. We determine when such a
cobordism induces a morphism of S-complexes. The discussion in Subsection 4.3 and the
index formula (2.14) implies that the index of a minimal reducible AL on pW,Sq is given by
indpALq “ σpY,Kq ´ σpY 1,K 1q ´ 2gpSq ´ 1.
Moreover we recall from (4.21) that ηpW,Sq ‰ 0 under the assumption that T 4 ‰ 1 inS .
If T 4 “ 1 then ηpW,Sq ‰ 0 if and only if the number of positive double points s` is zero.
From this we obtain:
Corollary 5.7. The pair pW,Sq is negative definite overS if and only if
σpY,Kq ´ σpY,K 1q “ 2gpSq (5.8)
and either T 4 ‰ 1 as elements ofS , or s` “ 0.
This observation, together with the cobordism relations of Subsection 2.5, leads to:
Theorem 5.9. Suppose T 2 ´ T´2 is invertible inS . For any null-homotopic knot K Ă Y
in an integer homology 3-sphere, we have an S-chain homotopy equivalencerCpY,K,∆S q » rCpY, U1,∆S q b rCpS3,´σpY,Kq2 T2,3,∆S q (5.10)
In particular, if K is a knot in the 3-sphere, we haverCpK; ∆S q » rCpS3,´σpKq2 T2,3; ∆S q.
Proof. Suppose K and K 1 are two homotopic knots in an integer homology sphere Y with
the same signature. A generic smooth homotopy from K to K 1 determines an immersed
cylinder S : K Ñ K 1 in W “ I ˆ Y with double points. Suppose S1 : K 1 Ñ K is
obtained from S by flipping and then changing the orientation. According to Corollary
5.7, S and S1 are negative definite over S . By applying a sequence of finger moves, the
composed cobordisms S1 ˝ S : K Ñ K and S ˝ S1 : K 1 Ñ K 1 can be turned into the
product cobordisms. Therefore, Proposition 2.30 implies that S and S1 induce S-chain
homotopy equivalences if T 2 ´ T´2 is invertible. An arbitrary null-homotopic knot K Ă Y
is homotopic to and has the same signature as´σpY,Kq2 T2,3 Ă Y . An application of Theorem
2.7 completes the proof.
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Remark 5.11. One of the implications of Theorem 5.9 is that the Euler characteristic of
I˚pKq for a knot K Ă S3 is ´σpKq{2. This approach to compute the Euler characteristic
of I˚pKq does not appeal to [Her97]. 
The cobordisms used in the above proof were rather special. Indeed, Corollary 5.7
indicates, for example, that most crossing change cobordisms are not negative definite.
However, keeping the assumption that T 4 ‰ 1 P S , given any cobordism we may “suspend”
it so that the result is negative definite overS .
First, for any knot K Ă Y we define the suspension ΣiK Ă Y to be the knot
pY,Kq#pS3, iT2,3q. When i is negative it should be understood that we are connect sum-
ming K with i copies of the left-handed trefoil. Next, let pW,Sq : pY,Kq Ñ pY,K 1q be any
pair as above where W is a product and S is a connected, oriented surface which is possibly
immersed with normal crossings. Let s` and s´ be the number of positive and negative
double points of S, respectively. For any pair of positive integers i, j define the suspension
pW,Σi,jSq : pY,ΣiKq Ñ pY,ΣjKq
to be the cobordism obtained by the composition of three parts: (i) the crossing change
cobordism ΣiK Ñ K obtained by changing a crossing in a standard diagram in each right
or left handed trefoil summand; (ii) the original cobordism S Ă W ; and (iii) a crossing
change cobordism K Ñ ΣjK which is the reverse of the kind in (i).
Lemma 5.12. Assume T 4 ‰ 1 in S . If i ´ j “ 12pσpY,Kq ´ σpY,K 1qq ´ gpSq then the
suspension pW,Σi,jSq is negative definite overS .
This follows from Corollary 5.7 by direct computation. In particular, we can always
choose a suspension so that the result is negative definite overS . We note that the number
of positive and negative double points of the suspended surface Σi,jS are given by
s˘pΣi,jSq “ s˘ `maxp¯i, 0q `maxp˘j, 0q.
5.3 Further remarks on the invariants for pY, U1q
The equivalence in (5.10) leads us to ask for the S-chain homotopy type of the complexrC˚pY, U1; ∆S q. It is natural to expect this complex to be related to Floer’s instanton chain
complex for the integer homology 3-sphere Y , and this is validated in part by Proposition
5.3. Here we partially explain this relationship, outlining some ideas without proof. The
content here is not used elsewhere in the paper.
For simplicity we restrict to Q coefficients throughout this section, although everything
works for a local system induced by an algebra over RrU˘1s so long as 12 P R. To an integer
homology 3-sphere Y with basepoint y there is a Z{8-graded chain complex which is an
S-complex exept for a grading difference:
rC˚pY, yq “ C˚pY q ‘ C˚´3pY q ‘Q, rd “
»– d 0 0U ´d D2
D1 0 0
fifl . (5.13)
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See [Don02, Chapter 7] for the construction of this complex. (The normalization of the
map U above is the same as the one in [Dae18].) Here pC˚pY q, dq is Floer’s Z{8-graded
instanton chain complex generated by irreducibles. To distinguish our terminology, we
call any such chain complex as above an SO-complex. In terms of our definition of an
S-complex p rC˚, rd, χq in Subsection 2.1, an SO-complex only differs in that χ has degree 3
instead of 1. Morphisms and homotopies are defined as before. The SO-chain homotopy
type of p rC˚pY, yq, rdq is a natural invariant of pY, yq.
Roughly speaking, rC˚pY, yq is the Morse-Bott complex associated to the Chern–Simons
functional on the space of framed SUp2q connections on Y . There is an SOp3q “ SUp2q{˘1
action on this space. After a perturbation we have a finite set of critical orbits of type SOp3q,
and an orbit which is a point, corresponding to the trivial connection.
The S-complex rC˚pY,Kq “ rC˚pY,K, pq for a knot introduced in [DS] and studied in
this paper has a similar interpretation. It also requires a choice of basepoint p, where p
is on the knot K, although this choice is usually supressed. Then rC˚pY,K, pq is morally
the Morse-Bott complex for the Chern–Simons functional on the space of singular SUp2q
connections on pY,Kq which are framed at p. Recall that at p P K the bundle splits as
L‘ L˚, and a framing here is an identification of Lp with C. This space has an S1-action.
After a perturbation we have a finite set of critical orbits of type S1, and an orbit which is a
point, corresponding to the reducible singular connection θ.
There is a third construction which is a hybrid of the above two. Choose a basepoint
y P Y zK. The space of singular SUp2q connections on pY,Kq framed at y now has an
SOp3q action; there is no preferred reduction at y. After a perturbation the Chern–Simons
functional has a finite set of critical orbits of type SOp3q and an orbit of type S2 “ SOp3q{S1
generated by the reducible θ. We may form a Z{4-graded complex of the form
rC˚pY,K, yq “ C˚ ‘ C˚´3 ‘Qp0q ‘Qp2q, rd “
»——–
d 0 0 0
U ´d V2 δ2
δ1 0 0 0
V1 0 0 0
fiffiffifl (5.14)
wher C˚ “ C˚pY,Kq. Here Qp0q ‘ Qp2q corresponds to the homology of the reducible
2-sphere orbit. The maps d, δ1, δ2 are the usual types of maps which count 0-dimensional
moduli spaces of unparametrized instantons. The map U is defined as for rC˚pY, yq, while
V1 and V2 also use holonomy, but involve the reducible S2 orbit. For more on these kinds of
constructions (in a more general context) see e.g. [Mil19, Section 7].
The complex rC˚pY,K, yq is not strictly what we have been calling an SO-complex, but
it does have a similar structure in so far as there is a degree 3 endomorphism χ such that
χ2 “ 0 and rdχ` χrd “ 0: in the decomposition (5.14), χ maps C˚ to C˚´3 identically and
otherwise is zero. Let us use the following terminology: an SO-complex of the form (5.13)
is type (i), while one of the form (5.14) is type (ii).
We can then form the tensor products of SO-complexes of either type: given p rC˚, rd, χq
and p rC 1˚ , rd1, χ1q we proceed as in (2.3). A straightforward calculation shows that the tensor
product of a type (i) complex with a type (ii) complex is type (ii).
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We can now formulate a connected sum formula, as follows. Suppose that pY, yq and
pY 1, y1q are based integer homology 3-spheres and K 1 Ă Y 1 is a knot disjoint from y1.
Form the connected sum pY#Y 1,K 1, y#q so that y# is disjoint from K 1. Then there is an
SO-chain homotopy equivalence of type (ii) SO-complexes:
rC˚pY#Y 1,K 1, y#q » rC˚pY, yq b rC˚pY 1,K 1, y1q. (5.15)
A proof of (5.15) should follow by adapting the ideas in the proof of [DS, Theorem 6.1].
Let pY 1,K 1q “ pS3, U1qwith y1 a basepoint away from U1. The complex rC˚pS3, U1, y1q
is very simple: it has C˚ “ C˚´3 “ 0 in (5.14), as there is only the critical S2 orbit of
the reducible. Then (5.15) computes the type (ii) complex C˚pY,U1, yq to be homotopy
equivalent to C˚ ‘ C˚´3 ‘Qp0q ‘Qp2q where C˚ “ C˚pY q ‘ C˚´2pY q and rd is given by»————————–
d 0 0 0 0 0
0 d 0 0 0 0
U 0 ´d 0 D2 0
0 U 0 ´d 0 D2
D1 0 0 0 0 0
0 D1 0 0 0 0
fiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffifl
This then immediately implies that the kernels of hQp¨, U1q and hQp¨q as homomorphisms
Θ3Z Ñ Z are equal. Furthermore, it implies that we have a Z{4-graded isomorphism of
irreducible theories: I˚pY,U1q – ‘2I˚pY q.
Further investigation should relate the type (ii) SO-complex rC˚pY,K, yq, where y R K,
to the S-complex rC˚pY,K, pq, where p P K. It is likely that the relationship between the
degree 4 map U and the degree 2 map v discussed in [Kro97, Section 4.1] is relevant to this
investigation.
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6 Instanton knot ideals
In this section we construct a fractional ideal pzpKq for a knotK Ă S3 which is a concordance
invariant. It is modelled on Kronheimer and Mrowka’s fractional ideal z6BN pKq defined
in [KM19b]. The ideal pzpKq was introduced in [DS] for a special class of knots. In
order to extend the definition to all knots, we stabilize our cobordism maps using trefoil
cobordisms, in a manner already introduced in earlier sections. In Subsection 6.1 we study
the effect of such stabilizations in the setting of the equivariant instanton homology pI˚pKq.
In Subsection 6.2 we construct pzpKq and show that it recovers Kronheimer and Mrowka’s
z6BN pKq. Finally, in Subsection 6.3, we discuss the ideals JSi pKq introduced in [DS], also
concordance invariants, and their relation to pzpKq.
6.1 Connected sums of the trefoil
The connected sums of the trefoil play an important role in the suspension process, and in this
subsection we study the S-complexes associated to these knots and some cobordism maps
between them. The S-complex of the right-handed trefoil is given by rC˚ptq of Definition
3.13 for t “ 13 . For any positive integer k, Lemma 3.25 describes rC˚ptqbk and determines
the S-complex of the connected sum kT2,3. Dualizing gives the S-complex of ´kT2,3.
In this subsection, we study the equivariant singular instanton homology pIpkT2,3q for any
integer k. First we review the definition of pI˚pY,K; ∆S q from [DS, Section 4].
TheS rxs-module pI˚pY,K; ∆S q is obtained from the S-complex p rC˚pY,K; ∆S q, rd, χq
by a purely algebraic operation. Firstly consider the chain complex
pC˚pY,Kq :“ S rxs bS rC˚pY,K; ∆S q, pd :“ ´1b rd` xb χ.
Equivariant instanton homology of pY,Kq, denoted by pI˚pY,Kq, is defined to be the
homology of this chain complex, which is a rank one S rxs-module. In this section
we omit the local system ∆S from the notation of the equivariant complex and its ho-
mology, having fixed the algebra S once and for all. Given an immersed cobordism
pW,S, cq : pY,Kq Ñ pY 1,K 1q negative definite over S , we may also define a module
homomorphism pI˚pW,S, cq : pI˚pY,Kq Ñ pI˚pY 1,K 1q using the chain mappλpW,S, cq :“ 1b rλpW,S, cq : pC˚pY,Kq Ñ pC˚pY 1,K 1q. (6.1)
As usual if Y is S3, and the cobordism W is the product S3 ˆ I , or if c is trivial, we drop
them from our notation. If pW,S, cq is more generally negative definite of some level i ě 0
overS then we can define the chain map pλpW,S, cq, and hence the module homomorphismpI˚pW,S, cq, in the same way as in (6.1).
It is possible to use Lemma 3.25 to determine pIpkT2,3q . However, we compute it
here using short exact sequences which relate the invariants of an arbitrary knot K and the
suspensions ΣK and Σ´1K. The connected sum theorem implies that for any pair pY,Kq,
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the equivariant Floer homology pI˚pY,ΣKq is given by the homology of the chain complex
pCΣ˚ :“ pC˚´1pY,Kq ‘ pC˚´2pY,Kq ‘ pC˚pY,Kq, pdΣ “
»—– ´pd 0 0x pd 0
T´2 ´ T 2 0 pd
fiffifl .
Thus p pCΣ˚ , pdΣq can be regarded as the mapping cone of the chain map
Φ : pC˚pY,Kq Ñ pC˚´2pY,Kq ‘ pC˚pY,Kq, Φpζq “ px ¨ ζ, pT´2 ´ T 2qζq.
This interpretation gives rise to an exact sequence
¨ ¨ ¨ ÝÑ pI˚pY,Kq Φ˚ÝÝÑ pI˚´2pY,Kq ‘ pI˚pY,Kq ÝÑ pI˚pY,ΣKq ÝÑ pI˚´1pY,Kq ÝÑ ¨ ¨ ¨ (6.2)
where we remind the reader that all the equivariant homology groups in (6.2) are defined
using the local coefficient system ∆S as before.
Lemma 6.3. For k P Zě0, the equivariant Floer homology pI˚pkT2,3q of the connected sum
of k copies of the right handed trefoil, as anS rxs-module, is isomorphic to the ideal
Ik “
´
xk, xk´1pT 2 ´ T´2q, xk´2pT 2 ´ T´2q2, . . . , pT 2 ´ T´2qk
¯
. (6.4)
For l1 ď l2 non-negative integers, suppose S : l1T2,3 Ñ l2T2,3 is an immersed cobordism
in I ˆ S3 with parameters pg, s`, s´q such that g ď l2 ´ l1. Then the identification ofpI˚pkT2,3q with Ik can be fixed such that the induced mappI˚pSq : pI˚pl1T2,3q Ñ pI˚pl2T2,3q
is given by multiplication by xgpT 2 ´ T´2qs` .
The behavior of the knot signature with respect to immersed cobordisms in IˆS3 shows
that for any surface S : l1T2,3 Ñ l2T2,3 as above, g ` s` ě l2 ´ l1.
Proof. The first claim for k “ 1 follows from [DS, Subsection 9.2.3]. To prove the claim
inductively for larger values of k, we apply the exact sequence (6.2) to the knot pk ´ 1qT2,3:
¨ ¨ ¨ ÝÑ Ik´1 Φ˚ÝÝÑ Ik´1 ‘ Ik´1 iÝÑ pI˚pkT2,3q ÝÑ Ik´1 ÝÑ ¨ ¨ ¨ (6.5)
Since the map Φ is injective, pI˚pkT2,3q is isomorphic to Ik´1 ‘ Ik´1{Φ˚pIk´1q. The map
R : Ik´1 ‘ Ik´1{Φ˚pIk´1q Ñ Ik,
defined as Rprz1, z2sq “ pT 2 ´ T´2qz1 ` xz2, is an isomorphism ofS rxs-modules.
Fix an embedded cobordism G1 : U1 Ñ T2,3 of genus 1 in W “ I ˆ S3. The pair
pI ˆ S3, G1q is negative definite overS . A degree consideration implies that the morphismrλpG1q : Sp0q Ñ rC˚pT2,3; ∆S q “ Sp1q ‘Sp2q ‘Sp0q
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maps 1 P Sp0q to p0, 0, 1q P rC˚pT2,3; ∆S q. From this one can easily see that 1 P pC˚pU1q
is mapped to x P I. A cobordism Sk : pk ´ 1qT2,3 Ñ kT2,3 can be constructed by taking
the sum of G1 : U1 Ñ T2,3 and the product cobordism from pk ´ 1qT2,3 to itself. Naturality
of the connected sum theorem of [DS] with respect to split cobordisms implies that mapspI˚pGkq : pI˚ppk´ 1qT2,3q Ñ pI˚pkT2,3q commute with the maps in the exact triangle of (6.5).
Form this we can conclude that pI˚pGkq : Ik´1 Ñ Ik is multiplication by x.
Next let P1 : U1 Ñ T2,3 be an immersed cylinder in W “ I ˆ S3 with s` “ 1 and
s´ “ 0. For example, P1 can be the cobordism obtained by a crossing change. The blown
up pair pW,P 1q has two minimal reducibles of index 1 with topological energy 1{4. The
element rλpP1qp1q belongs to the summand C˚´1pT2,3; ∆S q “ Sp2q of rC˚pT2,3; ∆S q due
to a degree consideration. This element is equal to CpW,P 1q P C1pT2,3; ∆S q, constructed
in the proof of Proposition 4.3. According to Proposition 4.3, δ1pCpW,P 1qq “ 1 ´ T 4.
Recalling our convention (2.29), we may then assume thatrλpP1qp1q “ p0, 1, 0q P Sp1q ‘Sp2q ‘Sp0q
after possibly changing the generator for the rank one S -module C˚pT2,3; ∆S q. This
implies pI˚pP1q maps 1 P pI˚pU1q to T 2 ´ T´2 P I . As in the previous graph, we can form a
cobordism Pk : pk ´ 1qT2,3 Ñ kT2,3 and another application of naturality of the connected
sum theorem shows pI˚pPkq is multiplication by T 2 ´ T´2.
Suppose S : l1T2,3 Ñ l2T2,3 is an immersed cobordism in IˆS3 with g ď l2´ l1. Since
g ` s` ě l2 ´ l1, we can construct an immersed cobordism S1 with the same parameters
pg, s`, s´q by firstly composing the cobordisms
Gl1`1, Gl1`2, . . . , Gl1`g, Pl1`g`1, . . . , Pl2
and then adding a list of positive and negative twists. According to Proposition 2.30, the
cobordism map pIpS1q is given by multiplication by xgpT 2 ´ T´2qs` . Since S is relatively
homotopic to S1 in I ˆ S3 and Ik does not have any torsion element, another application of
Proposition 2.30 implies that pIpSq is also equal to multiplication by xgpT 2 ´ T´2qs` .
TheS rxs-module pI˚p´kT2,3q for positive values of k has a torsion part. For example,pI˚p´T2,3q as anS rxs-module is isomorphic toS rxs{I ‘S rxs. Since we will eventually
be interested in the non-torsion part of pI˚p´kT2,3q, we definepI˚pY,Kq1 “ pI˚pY,Kq{Torsion.
Lemma 6.6. For k P Zą0, the equivariant Floer homology pI 1˚ p´kT2,3q, as anS rxs-module,
is isomorphicS rxs. For l1 ď l2 non-negative integers, suppose S : ´l2T2,3 Ñ ´l1T2,3 is
an immersed cobordism in I ˆ S3 with parameters pg, s`, s´q such that g ď l2 ´ l1. Then
the identification of pI 1˚ p´kT2,3q withS rxs can be fixed such that the mappI˚pSq1 : pI˚p´l2T2,3q1 Ñ pI˚p´l1T2,3q1
is given by multiplication by xgpT 2 ´ T´2qs` .
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Proof. A similar argument as above gives an exact sequence
¨ ¨ ¨ ÝÑ pI˚`1pY,Kq iÝÑ pI˚pY,Σ´1Kq ÝÑ pI˚´2pY,Kq ‘ pI˚pY,Kq Ψ˚ÝÝÑ pI˚pY,Kq ¨ ¨ ¨ (6.7)
where the map Ψ˚ is induced by the chain map
Ψ : pC˚´2pY,Kq ‘ pC˚pY,Kq Ñ pC˚pY,Kq
defined as Ψpζ1, ζ2q “ xζ1 ` pT 2 ´ T´2qζ2. An inductive argument using the above short
exact sequence shows that pI˚pkT2,3q “ S rxs ‘ Torsion. We may also use the naturality of
(6.7) to verify the second part of the lemma as in the proof of Lemma 6.3.
6.2 The ideal pzpKq
In [DS], a fractional ideal ofS rxs denoted pzpKq was defined for any knot K with gspKq “
´σpKq{2. The definition of pzpKq is modeled on that of z6BN pKq in [KM19b], which is
defined for any knot K and is a fractional ideal in FrT˘11 , T˘12 , T˘13 s where F is the field of
two elements. On the other hand, pzpKq is not limited to the case of characteristic two rings.
Moreover, in the case thatS “ FrT˘1s, pzpKq recovers z6BN pKq by a base-change
z6BN pKq “ pzpKq bFrT˘1,xs FrT˘11 , T˘12 , T˘13 s (6.8)
where the FrT˘1, xs-module structure of FrT˘11 , T˘12 , T˘13 s is given by
T ÞÑ T1, x ÞÑ P :“ T1T2T3 ` T1T´12 T´13 ` T´11 T2T´13 ` T´11 T´12 T3. (6.9)
The constraints on the cobordism maps developed in [DS] is the main reason that the
definition of pzpKq was limited to the case that gspKq “ ´σpKq{2. In this subsection we
show that the notions of level i cobordisms and cobordism suspension allow us to extend the
definition of pzpKq to arbitrary knots, and such that (6.8) holds for any knot.
Suppose N1 and N2 are submodules of a module M , which is defined over an integral
domain R. Let FracpRq be the field of fractions of R. Define
rN1 : N2s “
!a
b
| a ¨N2 Ď b ¨N1
)
Ă FracpRq.
Then rN1 : N2s is an R-module in FracpRq. If multiplication by a fixed r0 P R kills
TorpMq (e.g. TorpMq is finitely generated), then rN1 : N2s “ rN 11 : N 12s where N 1i is the
image of Ni in M{TorpMq. In the special case that M “ R and N2 is a principal ideal pζq,
then rN1 : N2s is the fractional ideal ζ´1 ¨N1.
Given a knot K in the 3-sphere, fix an arbitrary immersed cobordism S : U1 Ñ K in
I ˆS3 with parameters pg, s`, s´q. If i “ ´g´ σpKq2 is non-negative, then rλpSq and hence
the map pI˚pSq are well-defined. We definepzpKq :“ xgpT 2 ´ T´2qs`rpI˚pKq : pI˚pSqp1qs (6.10)
In the case that i ă 0 , we consider the suspended cobordism ΣiS : iT2,3 Ñ K which has
the parameters pg, s` ´ i, s´q. In this case, we definepzpKq :“ xgpT 2 ´ T´2qs`´irpI˚pKq : pI˚pΣiSqp1qs. (6.11)
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Remark 6.12. The definitions (6.10) and (6.11) are insensitive to torsion, and we can replacepI˚pKq, pI˚pSq and pI˚pΣiSq with pI˚pKq1, pI˚pSq1 and pI˚pΣiSq1. Since pI˚pKq1 is a rank one
S rxs-module, it is isomorphic to an ideal ofS rxs. Therefore, pzpKq “ ζ´1 ¨ J for an ideal
J Ă S rxs and ζ P S rxs. That is to say, it is a fractional ideal of FracpS rxsq. 
Proposition 6.13. pzpKq is independent of the choice of S and is an invariant of K.
Proof. Suppose the immersed surface S in the definition of pzpKq is replaced with another
immersed surface S1 : U1 Ñ K of the same genus g. Denote the number of positive double
points of S1 with s1` . Theorem 2.30 implies that there is a large enough m such that
pT 2 ´ T´2qs1` `mpI˚pSq “ pT 2 ´ T´2qs``mpI˚pS1q
in the case that i “ ´g ´ σpKq2 is non-negative, and
pT 2 ´ T´2qs1` `mpI˚pΣiSq “ pT 2 ´ T´2qs``mpI˚pΣiS1q
in the case that i is negative. In either case pzpKq is unaltered.
Changing two of the crossings in the standard 3-crossing diagram of the right-handed
trefoil produces the unknot. This determines an immersed cobordism from the unknot to
the trefoil with two positive double points. We resolve one of the double points to form an
immersed cobordism S : U1 Ñ T2,3 with pg, s`, s´q “ p1, 1, 0q. The cobordism S can be
presented as compositions S2 ˝S1 and S12 ˝S11 with
S1,S
1
1 : U1 Ñ U1 S2,S12 : U1 Ñ T2,3
where S1, S12 are immersed cylinders with one positive double point, and S11, S2 are
embedded genus one surfaces. In fact, S1 is obtained from the product cobordism by a
positive twist and hence pIpS1q, for any i, is multiplication by T 2´T´2. Lemma 6.3 implies
that pIpS2q and pIpS12q are respectively equal to multiplication by x and T 2 ´ T´2. The
cobordism S11 has a reducible of index ´3, and hence pIpS11q has not been defined. However,
the above observation shows that a good candidate for this map is multiplication by x.
Let S : U1 Ñ K and S1 : U1 Ñ K be immersed surfaces of genus g ` 1 and g. To
finish the proof of the proposition, we show that they give rise to the same definition for the
ideal pzpKq. It suffices to prove this claim for immersed surfaces which are homotopic to S
and S1 relative to the boundary components. In particular, we can assume that S “ S1 ˝S11
and S1 “ S2 ˝S12 for some cobordism S2 : T2,3 Ñ K. First let i “ ´g ´ σpKq2 be positive.
Then pIpSq, pIpS1q and pIpS2q are well-defined and the computations above show thatpIpSq “ xpT 2 ´ T´2qpIpS2q, pIpS1q “ pT 2 ´ T´2qpIpS2q.
Thus S and S1 give rise to the same definition of pzpKq.
The proof for a non-positive i is similar. As in the previous case, we assume S “ S1 ˝S11.
Then using Lemma 6.6, we havepIpΣi´1Sq “ xpT 2 ´ T´2qpIpΣiS1q,
which shows that S and S1 produce the same fractional ideal pzpKq.
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The following is a restatement of Theorem 11 from the introduction.
Theorem 6.14. Suppose the ringS rxs in the definition of pzpKq is FrT˘1, xs. Then Kron-
heimer and Mrowka’s ideal z6BN pKq can be recovered from pzpKq as
z6BN pKq “ pzpKq bS rxs FrT˘11 , T˘12 , T˘13 s (6.15)
where the module structure is described by (6.9).
Note that Lemmas 6.3 and 6.6 yield the following, which with Proposition 6.14 recovers
the computations for z6BN pKq given in [KM19b].
Proposition 6.16. For k ě 0, the fractional ideal pzpkT2,3q is equal to Ik of (6.4). For
connected sums of the left-handed trefoil, the fractional ideal is p1q.
The fractional ideal z6BN pKq of FracpFrT˘11 , T˘12 , T˘13 sq is defined using the reduced
version of singular instanton homology with local coefficients introduced in [KM19a]. This
theory associates to any based link K in a 3-manifold Y a module I6pY,Kq over the ring
FrT˘11 , T˘12 , T˘13 s. A cobordism pW,Sq : pY,Kq Ñ pY 1,K 1q between based links gives
rise to a module homomorphism I6pW,Sq : I6pY,Kq Ñ I6pY 1,K 1q. If S : U1 Ñ K is a
cobordism embedded in I ˆ S3, then
z6BN pKq “ P grpI˚pKq : pI˚pSqp1qs (6.17)
where P is given in (6.9). Analogous to pzpKq, z6BN pKq can also be defined using an
immersed cobordism. For a pair pW,Sq with S immersed, the map I6pW,Sq is also de-
fined using the blown up pair pW,Sq. In the immersed case, if we define I6pW,Sq as
T
´2s`
1 I
6pW,Sq, then it is easy to see that for an immersed S : U1 Ñ K we have
z6BN pKq “ P gpT 21 ` T´21 qs`rpI˚pKq : pI˚pSqp1qs. (6.18)
In fact, the definition of pIpW,Sq in [KM19b] is slightly different and is given as the sum
of maps of the form I6pW,S, cq where c runs over a set of degree two cohomology classes
determined by the exceptional spheres. Moreover, the definition of z6BN pKq in the immersed
case is slightly different from (6.18) because of this difference in convention.
Proof of Theorem 6.14. It is shown in [DS] that for any knot K in an integer homology
sphere Y , there is an isomorphism
ΦpY,Kq : I6pY,Kq Ñ pIpY,Kq bS rxs FrT˘11 , T˘12 , T˘13 s
such that for any pair pW,Sq : pY,Kq Ñ pY 1,K 1q where S is an embedded surface andpIpW,Sq is defined, we have
ppIpW,Sq b 1q ˝ ΦpY,Kq “ ΦpY 1,K1q ˝ I6pW,Sq. (6.19)
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This relation extends to the case of immersed surfaces if we follow the convention mentioned
above to define the map I6pW,Sq on the right hand side. Thus if there is an immersed
surface S : U1 Ñ K with i “ ´g ´ σpKq2 non-negative, then the definitions of z6BN pKq
and pzpKq using the surface S show that (6.15) holds. In the case that i ă 0, we need to
use the surface ΣiS in the definition of pzpKq. This surface is the composition of S and a
surface S1 : iT2,3 Ñ U1 with ´i positive double points. Lemma 6.6 asserts that pIpS1q1 is
multiplication by pT 2 ´ T´2q´i. Using (6.19) we conclude that I6pS1q1 is multiplication by
pT 21 ` T´21 q´i. This shows that
I6pΣiSq “ pT 21 ` T´21 q´iI6pSq.
Thus we again obtain the relationship (6.15) between pzpKq and z6BN pKq if we use the
surface S to define these knot ideals.
Remark 6.20. Following the discussion in [DS, Subsection 8.8], we can also recover Kron-
heimer and Mrowka’s concordance invariant z#pKq. This is a fractional ideal for the ring
FrT˘10 , T˘11 , T˘12 , T˘13 s. SupposeS rxs “ FrT˘1, xs. Then we have
z#pKq “ pzpKq bS rxs FrT˘10 , T˘11 , T˘12 , T˘13 s
whereS rxs acts on the right-hand ring by T ÞÑ T0 and x ÞÑ P . 
Corollary 6.21. Let S : U1 Ñ K be an immersed cobordism with parameters pg, s`, s´q.
If i “ ´g ´ σpKq{2 is non-negative, then
xgpT 2 ´ T´2qs` P pzpKq, (6.22)
and if i “ ´g ´ σpKq{2 is negative, then
xgpT 2 ´ T´2qs`´i P pzpKq. (6.23)
If pzpKq is defined usingS “ FrT˘1s, (6.23) can be improved to xgpT 2 ´ T´2qs` P pzpKq.
Proof. Since 1 P rN1 : N2s if N2 is a submodule of N1, the claims in (6.22) and (6.23) are
straightforward consequences of the definition of pzpKq in (6.10) and (6.11). The last part
of the claim follows from Proposition 6.14 and the analogous property of z6BN pKq, see e.g.
[KM19b, Proposition 3.13, Lemma 5.1].
Remark 6.24. It is reasonable to expect that (6.23) can be improved so that xgpT 2´T´2qs` PpzpKq for any choice of ringS . What currently stops us from obtaining this is the fact thatpIpSq has not been defined when i “ ´g ´ σpK{2q is negative. However, we believe that
functoriality can be extended to such surfaces, and imply this stronger claim. 
Remark 6.25. The pair pI ˆ S3,ΣiSq used in (6.11) is negative definite over S . On the
other hand, pI ˆ S3, Sq in (6.10) is negative definite over S only if i “ 0. In this case,
by adding i handles to the cobordism S, we may also use a negative definite cobordism to
define pzpKq. However, the advantage of using more general cobordisms in (6.10) is to get
(6.22) as opposed to a weaker result similar to (6.23). 
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6.3 The ideals JSi pKq
As mentioned in Subsection 2.2, the equivariant singular instanton homology pIpY,Kq fits
into an exact triangle with two other flavors of equivariant theories qIpY,Kq and IpY,Kq. We
retain the convention of the previous subsections and omit the local coefficient system ∆S
from the notation for these equivariant groups. Given the S-complex p rC˚pY,K; ∆S q, rd, χq,
these two equivariant theories are homology groups of the chain complexesqC˚pY,Kq :“ pS rrx´1, xs{S rxsq bS rC˚pY,K; ∆S q,
C˚pY,Kq :“ S rrx´1, xs bS rC˚pY,K; ∆S q,
each equipped with the differentials 1b rd´ xb χ and ´1b rd` xb χ. Both of qIpY,Kq
and IpY,Kq are modules over S rxs. In fact, IpY,Kq is isomorphic to S rrx´1, xs as an
S rxs-module, and this isomorphism is canonical up to multiplication by an element in
S rrx´1, xs of the form
1`
´1ÿ
i“´8
aix
i. (6.26)
Thus the exact triangle in (2.8) simplifies to
¨ ¨ ¨ ÝÑ pIpY,Kq iÝÑ S rrx´1, xs pÝÑ qIpY,Kq jÝÑ pIpY,Kq ÝÑ ¨ ¨ ¨ (6.27)
Let JS be the image of the map i. Then the finitely generated S rxs-submodule JS Ă
S rrx´1, xs is well-defined up to multiplication by a factor of the form (6.26).
The module JS can be used to recover the singular Frøyshov invariant hS . Further,
from JS we can construct a sequence of ideals tJSi pY,KquiPZ which refine hS , introduced
in [DS]. Given any element ppxq P S rrx´1, xs, define Deg as the largest exponent of x
which appears with a non-zero coefficient in ppxq. Then we have
hS pY,Kq “ ´mintDegpppxqq | ppxq P JS u. (6.28)
Moreover, for each i P Z, define an ideal inS by
JSi pY,Kq “
#
a | D ppxq P JS such that ppxq “ ax´i `
´i´1ÿ
j“´8
bix
i
+
.
This gives a descending sequence of ideals
¨ ¨ ¨ Ď JSi`1pY,Kq Ď JSi pY,Kq Ď JSi´1pY,Kq Ď . . . ,
and JSi pY,Kq is the zero ideal if and only if i ą hS pY,Kq.
As explained in [DS], the fractional ideal pzpKq may be used to produce fractional ideals
ofS . Given anyS rxs-submodule Z of FracpS rxsq, define
JipZq “
#
a
b
| D qpxq P Z such that qpxq “ ax
j´i `řj´i´1k“0 akxk
bxj `řj´1k“0 bkxk
+
.
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To relate these ideals to the ideal pzpKq, we make use of cobordism maps for the equivariant
homology groups. Recall that to a negative definite pW,S, cq : pY,Kq Ñ pY 1,K 1q of level
i ě 0 over S we have an S rxs-module map pIpW,S, cq. There are also induced mapsqIpW,S, cq, IpW,S, cq defined just as in (6.1), making the following diagram commute:
¨ ¨ ¨ // pIpY,Kq
pIpW,S,cq

// qIpY,Kq
qIpW,S,cq

// IpY,Kq
IpW,S,cq

// ¨ ¨ ¨
¨ ¨ ¨ // pIpY 1,K 1q // qIpY 1,K 1q // IpY 1,K 1q // ¨ ¨ ¨
(6.29)
Lemma 6.30. Suppose pW,S, cq : pY,Kq Ñ pY 1,K 1q is negative definite of level i ě 0
overS . After identifications of IpY,Kq and IpY 1,K 1q withS rrx´1, xs, the map IpW,S, cq
is multiplication by an element inS rrx´1, xs of the form
ηx´i `
´i´1ÿ
j“´8
ajx
j , η P S zt0u. (6.31)
Proof. For an S-complex rC˚, the identification of HpCq with S rrx´1, xs is via chain
homotopy equivalences Φ : C˚ Ñ S rrx´1, xs and Ψ : S rrx´1, xs Ñ C˚ defined by
sΦp Nÿ
j“´8
αjx
j ,
Nÿ
j“´8
βjx
j ,
Nÿ
j“´8
ajx
jq “
Nÿ
j“´8
ajx
j `
Nÿ
j“´8
8ÿ
k“0
δ1v
kpβjqxj´k´1,
sΨp Nÿ
j“´8
ajx
jq “ p
Nÿ
j“´8
8ÿ
k“0
vkδ2pajqxj´k´1, 0,
Nÿ
j“´8
ajx
jq,
see [DS, Subsection 4.3]. Now let rλ : rC˚ Ñ rC 1˚ be a chain map between S-complexes of
the form (2.1) where η is replaced by some arbitrary η0 P S . A direct computation shows
that the module map Φ1 ˝ λ ˝Ψ : S rrx´1, xs Ñ S rrx´1, xs is multiplication by
η0 `
8ÿ
j“0
¨˝
∆1v
jδ2p1q ` δ11pv1qj∆2p1q `
ÿ
k`l“j´1
δ11pv1qkµvlδ2p1q‚˛x´j´1 (6.32)
If rλ is a morphism of S-complexes (of level 0) then η0 ‰ 0, and the expression (6.32) is of
the form (6.31) with i “ 0. If instead rλ is a morphism of level i ą 0, then η0 “ 0, and the
conidition (4.15) guarantees that (6.32) is of the form (6.31) for some η ‰ 0.
Remark 6.33. With the interpretation of the singular Frøyshov invariant as in (6.28), Lemma
6.30 provides a different perspective on the computations of Subsection 4.3. 
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Proposition 6.34. Suppose S : U1 Ñ K is an immersed cobordism of genus g and with s`
positive double points. Then for each i P Z we have
JippzpKqq Ă JSi´σpKq{2pKq. (6.35)
Consequently, if eitherS “ FrT˘1s or if g ď ´σpKq{2, then we have
pT 2 ´ T´2qs` P JS´g´σpKq{2pKq. (6.36)
If neither of these conditions hold, we still have (6.36) with s` replaced by g`σpKq{2`s`.
Proof. The proof of (6.35) follows by directly adapting the argument of Proposition 8.46 in
[DS] using Lemma 6.30 and possibly suspending to obtain a cobordism which is negative
definite of level i ě 0 overS . Then (6.36) follows from (6.35) and Corollary 6.21.
One advantage of the ideals JSi pKq over pzpKq is that they do not involve any cobordism-
induced map in their definition, and are therefore more amenable to computation. For
example, our description of the S-complexes of 2-bridge knots from Section 3 gives:
Proposition 6.37. For a 2-bridge knot K with σpKq ď 0, we have
JSi pKq “
$’&’%
pT 2 ´ T´2qiS 1 ď i ď ´σpKq{2
S i ď 0
0 i ą ´σpKq{2
If instead σpKq ą 0 then JSi pKq “ JSi`σpKqp´Kq.
Proof. The submodule IS Ă S rrx´1, xs is generated by elements of the form
´1ÿ
j“´8
δ1v
´j´1pαqxj `
Nÿ
j“0
ajx
j (6.38)
where α P C˚pK; ∆S q is such that dα “ řNj“0 vjδ2pajq, see [DS, Subsection 4.3]. Suppose
σpKq ă 0. From our discussion in Subsection 3.1, for a 2-bridge knot each matrix entry of
the maps d, v, δ1, δ2 is multiplication by ˘pT 2 ´ T´2q up to a unit inS . Along with (6.38)
this shows that JSi Ă pT 2 ´ T´2qiS for i ě 0. On the other hand, Theorem 7 implies that
there are elements αi P C˚pK; ∆S q for 1 ď i ď ´σpKq{2 such that
dαi “ 0, δ1vi´1pαiq ‰ 0, δ1vjpαiq “ 0 p0 ď j ă i´ 1q.
From the structure of the S-complex for 2-bridge knots mentioned above we may choose αi
such that δ1vi´1pαiq “ pT 2 ´ T´2qi up to a unit inS . The elements αi inserted in (6.38)
show pT 2 ´ T´2qiS Ă JSi pKq for 1 ď i ď ´σpKq{2. As δ1pα1q “ T 2 ´ T´2, we have
δ2pT 2 ´ T´2q “ dvpα1q.
Let α0 be the chain element such that pT 2 ´ T´2qα0 “ vpα1q. In particular, this gives
δ2p1q “ dα0, which implies that S “ JSi pKq for i ď 0. This completes the case
σpKq ă 0, and the argument for the other cases is similar.
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Finally, recall that we computed the S-complexes of the 2-bridge torus knots T2,2k`1 in
Subsection 3.2. From those computations we deduce the following. We have a short exact
sequence of Z{4-graded modules overS rxs:
0 ÝÑ pIpT2,2k`1q ÝÑ IpT2,2k`1q ÝÑ qIpT2,2k`1q ÝÑ 0
We have the following identification
pIpT2,2k`1q “
˜
kà
i“1
S ¨ ζi
¸
‘S rxs
where the module structure is the usual one on S rxs, and is otherwise determined by
x ¨ ζi “ pT 2 ´ T´2qζi´1 for i ě 1, with ζ0 “ 1 P S rxs. Furthermore, IpT2,2k`1q is
isomorphic toS rrx´1, xs, and the second arrow in the above short exact sequence maps ζi
to pT 2 ´ T´2qix´i. Recall that we also computed the enriched complex structure for these
knots in Subsection 3.2. We obtain:
Corollary 6.39. The group pI˚pT2,2k`1q is isomorphic as anS rxs-module to the ideal Ik
of (6.4). The generator xk´ipT 2 ´ T´2qi has ZˆR-grading p2i, i2{p2k ` 1qq.
In particular, the invariants for T2,2k`1 are indistinguishable from those of kT2,3 if we
forget about the structure afforded by the Chern-Simons filtration.
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7 Singular Frøyshov invariants and the unoriented 4-ball genus
In this section we study the invariant hS pKq, the singular instanton Frøyshov invariant
defined over the coefficient ringS where T 4 “ 1. We show that hS pKq provides a lower
bound for the unoriented 4-ball genus of K, also called the 4-dimensional crosscap number
of K. We also compute hS pKq for torus knots and quasi-alternating knots.
7.1 Singular instantons and non-orientable surfaces
The goal of this section is to extend the construction of maps associated to knot cobordisms
to the non-orientable case. We provide this extension for a limited family of cobordisms
pW,Sq : pY,Kq Ñ pY,K 1qwhereW is the product cobordism IˆY which is convenient for
our applications. Another restriction, which is more essential, is the choice of the coefficient
ring. In this section, we work over Z. The discussion can be adapted to enriched complexes
and one can work over any integral domain algebra over the ring ZrU˘1s. However, non-
orientable cobordisms do not give rise to morphisms between S-complexes over the ring
ZrU˘1, T˘1s as in the case for orientable cobordisms in Section 2.
Suppose K, K 1 are knots in an integer homology sphere Y , and S : K Ñ K 1 is a
connected non-orientable cobordism embedded inW “ IˆY . Assuming S satisfies a certain
topological constraint, there is a morphism of S-complexes rC˚pSq : rC˚pKq Ñ rC˚pK 1q
where rC˚pKq, rC˚pK 1q are shorthand for the S-complexes of pY,Kq and pY,K 1q. The
morphism rC˚pSq is defined in terms of singular connections on pW,Sq. However, it will be
convenient to describe the situation after passing to double branched covers.
There is a unique element ofH2pW zS;Z{2qwhich does not extend toW . This gives rise
to ĂW , the double cover of W branched along S. We have a covering involution τ : ĂW Ñ ĂW
with fixed point set the lift rS of S to the branched cover. Fix the trivial SOp3q-bundlerE0 :“ R3 on ĂW with the lift of τ to the involution t0 : rE0 Ñ rE0 given as
ppt1, t2, t3q, xq P R3 ˆĂW t0ÝÑ pp´t1,´t2, t3q, τpxqq. (7.1)
A singular connection on pW,Sq can be lifted to an equivariant connection on the double
branched cover. We proceed to (re)define the notion of a singular connection in terms of this
latter description.
A singular connection for the pair pW,Sq is a connection rA on an SOp3q-bundle rE overĂW together with an involution t : rE Ñ rE lifting the involution τ such that t˚ rA “ rA. The
map t induces an automorphism of order two on rE|rS and we require that this automorphism
to be non-trivial. In particular, the involution t induces a reduction of rE into a direct sum
Q‘ l over rS where l is a real line bundle and Q is an Op2q-bundle with orientation bundle
l. We require that w2p rEq “ 0 and w1plq “ 0. That is to say, l is isomorphic to the trivial
line bundle and rE can be lifted into an SUp2q-bundle. The final part part of the data of a
singular connection is an automorphism σ : rE|ĂW zrS Ñ rE0|ĂW zrS such that σt “ t0σ.
Two singular connections A1 “ p rA1, rE1, t1, σ1q and A2 “ p rA2, rE2, t2, σ2q are isomor-
phic if there is an isomorphism ru : rE1 Ñ rE2 of SOp3q-bundles such that ru˚ rA2 “ rA1,
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rut1 “ t2ru, and σ2ruσ´11 lifts to a determinant 1 automorphism of rE0|ĂW zrS .
Given singular flat connections α, α1 on pY,Kq, pY,K 1q we may define moduli space of
singular ASD connections MpW,S;α, α1q. The pull-back of α to rY , the double cover of Y
branched along K, defines a connection rα which is invariant with respect to the covering
involution. Similarly, we have rα1, a connection on rY 1. Then MpW,S;α, α1q is the space
of isomorphism classes of finite energy singular connections p rA, rE, t, σq such that rA is a
singular connection on ĂW`, the result of attaching cylindrical ends to ĂW , asymptotic to rα
and rα1, satisfying the ASD equation.
As usual, we might have to perturb the Chern-Simons functionals for pY,Kq, pY,K 1q to
form the S-complexes rC˚pKq, rC˚pK 1q. Similar arguments as in the orientable case show
that there are equivariant perturbations of the ASD equation on ĂW which are compatible
with perturbations of the Chern-Simons functionals such that the elements of the moduli
spaces MpW,S;α, α1q are regular. In a neighborhood of an element of MpW,S;α, α1q
represented by A “ p rA, rE, t, σq the moduli space is a smooth manifold whose dimension,
denoted by indpAq, is the difference between the dimensions of t-invariant elements in the
kernel and the cokernel of the ASD operator associated to the connection rA. Since A is
regular, the contribution from the cokernel to indpAq is trivial. As usual this equivariant
index extends to an arbitrary singular connection rA where there might be some non-trivial
contribution from the cokernel.
Lemma 7.2. Let A “ p rA, rE, t, σq be a singular connection on pW,Sq asymptotic to the
reducibles on pY,Kq, pY,K 1q. Then the index of the associated ASD operator is given as
indpAq “ 8κpAq ` χpSq ` 1
2
S ¨ S ` σpKq ´ σpK 1q ´ 1. (7.3)
where the topological energy is given by
κpAq “ 1
16pi2
ż
ĂW` TrpF rA ^ F rAq.
Proof. A similar result in the case that S is an orientable surface is proved in [DS] as Lemma
2.26. The proof there reduces the index computation to the case that S is a closed surface
embedded into a smooth 4-manifold. The proof can be easily adapted to the non-orientable
case using [KM11a, Lemma 2.11].
There is a unique reducible in the moduli spaces MpW,S;α, α1q. A singular connection
A “ p rA, rE, t, σq has a non-trivial stabilizer if there is an S1-reduction of rE as rL‘R such
that the connection rA respects this reduction and the involution t acts as
ppv, tq, xq tÝÑ ppt1pvq, tq, τpxqq
where t1 is an involution on the S1-bundle rL which acts as multiplication by ´1 on rL|rS .
In particular, the quotient of rL by ´t1 induces an S1 bundle on W which is necessarily
isomorphic to the trivial bundle. Therefore, A is isomorphic to p rA, rE0, t0, σ0 “ idq where
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p rE0, t0q is given in (7.1). Moreover, if the connection rA on rE0 is ASD, then A is isomorphic
to Θ :“ prΘ, rE0, t0, σ0q with rΘ being the trivial connection on rE0. Lemma 7.2 asserts that
the index of this ASD connection is equal to
indpΘq “ χpSq ` 1
2
S ¨ S ` σpKq ´ σpK 1q ´ 1.
In the case that indpΘq “ ´1, we can proceed as in the orientable case to define the
morphism rC˚pSq as in [DS]. More generally, if indpΘq ě ´1, there is a level indpΘq ` 1
morphism rC˚pSq induced by S.
Remark 7.4. Moduli spaces of singular instantons for non-orientable surfaces are studied in
more detail in [KM11a]. In the above discussion, we have specialized to a particular choice
of singular bundle data on pW,Sq, in the terminology of [KM11a]. The importance of this
particular singular bundle data is the presence of the unique reducible described above. 
7.2 Negative definite cobordisms and non-orientable surfaces
In this subsection we study how non-orientable surface cobordisms provide new information
about the singular Frøyshov invariant hS . Initially we start with the case thatS “ Z.
Theorem 7.5. Suppose S : K Ñ K 1 is a connected surface cobordism smoothly embedded
into W “ I ˆ S3, not necessarily orientable. Then:
hZpK 1q ´ hZpKq ě 1
2
χpSq ` 1
4
S ¨ S ` 1
2
pσpKq ´ σpK 1qq. (7.6)
Proof. If S is orientable, this follows from Theorem 4.1. For non-orientable surfaces it can
be verified by following a similar argument. In the case that the right hand side of (7.6),
denoted by i, is non-negative, the proof follows from the existence of the level i morphismrC˚pSq : rC˚pKq Ñ rC˚pK 1q. If i is negative, we can use the suspension trick in the proof of
Theorem 4.1 which uses the torus knot T3,4.
As an immediate corollary of Theorem 7.5 we have:
Corollary 7.7. Suppose S is an embedded surface in the 4-ball with boundary K. Then:ˇˇˇˇ
hZpKq ` 1
2
σpKq ´ 1
4
S ¨ S
ˇˇˇˇ
ď ´χpSq
2
. (7.8)
In particular, hZpKq gives a lower bound for the smooth 4d crosscap number of K:
|hZpKq| ď γ4pKq. (7.9)
Proof. By removing a ball from S Ă B4, we obtain a cobordism from the unknot to K
embedded in I ˆ S3. Applying the inequality in (7.6) to this cobordism and its reverse gives
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rise to (7.8) in the case that S is non-orientable. The orientable case is a consequence of
Theorem 4.1. As in [OSS17b], inequality (7.9) can be obtained by combining (7.8) with:ˇˇˇˇ
1
2
σpKq ´ 1
4
S ¨ S
ˇˇˇˇ
ď ´χpSq
2
which is in turn based on the Gordon–Litherland formula [GL78b]. (A closely related
computation goes into the proof of Lemma 7.2.)
Proposition 7.10. For any quasi-alternating knot K, the enriched S-complex rCpK;Zq
is locally equivalent to rCpU1;Zq, the trivial S-complex defined over Z. In particular,
hZpKq “ 0 and ΓZK “ ΓZU1 for any quasi-alternating knot K.
Proof. If K is a quasi-alternating knot, then there exist surface cobordisms S : U1 Ñ K and
S1 : K Ñ U1 (not necessarily orientable) whose double branched covers over r0, 1s ˆ S3
are negative definite (see [OS05]), which is equivalent to indpΘq “ ´1 in Lemma 7.2.
These cobordisms yield morphisms of S-complexes rC˚pSq : rC˚pU1q Ñ rC˚pKq andrC˚pS1q : rC˚pKq Ñ rC˚pU1q over Z, implying the result.
The following proposition provides a relation which can be used to compute hZ for torus
knots recursively. This inductive approach to compute hZpTp,qq is formally the same as the
ones given in [JV18, Bal20] for υpTp,qq and tpTp,qq.
Proposition 7.11. The invariant hZ of torus knots Tp,q and Tp,q`p satisfies the identity
hZpTp,p`qq ` 1
2
σpTp,p`qq “ hZpTp,qq ` 1
2
σpTp,qq ´
X
p2{4\ .
Proof. The proof uses the twist cobordism of Proposition 4.30 and pinch move cobordisms
between torus knots [Bat14, JV18]. Given positive coprime integers pp, qq, there is another
pair of positive coprime pr, sq and a non-orientable cobordism Sr,sp,q : Tp,q Ñ Tr,s such that
χpSr,sp,qq “ ´1, r has the same parity as p, s has the same parity as q, r ` s ď p` q and this
inequality is strict unless pp, qq “ p1, 1q. Although the values of pr, sq can be determined by
pp, qq, we only point out that the pair associated to pp, p` qq is equal to pr, r` sq. Moreover,
there is the following relation among the self-intersection numbers [Bal20]:
Sr,r`sp,p`q ¨ Sr,r`sp,p`q “ Sr,sp,q ¨ Sr,sp,q ` p2 ´ r2. (7.12)
By induction on p` q, we show
hZpTp,p`qq ` 1
2
σpTp,p`qq “ hZpTp,qq ` 1
2
σpTp,qq ´
X
p2{4\
“ hZpTr,r`sq ` 1
2
σpTr,r`sq ` 1
2
´ 1
4
Sr,r`sp,p`q ¨ Sr,r`sp,p`q.
Firstly note that Proposition 4.30 implies that
hZpTp,p`qq ` 1
2
σpTp,p`qq ě hZpTp,qq ` 1
2
σpTp,qq ´
X
p2{4\ . (7.13)
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Theorem 7.5 applied to the cobordism Sr,r`sp,p`q and (7.12) imply
hZpTp,p`qq` 1
2
σpTp,p`qq ď hZpTr,r`sq` 1
2
σpTr,r`sq` 1
2
´ 1
4
Sr,sp,q ¨Sr,sp,q´ p
2 ´ r2
4
. (7.14)
Combining the above inequalities and the induction assumption for pr, sq implies that
hZpTp,qq ` 1
2
σpTp,qq ď hZpTr,sq ` 1
2
σpTr,sq ` 1
2
´ 1
4
Sr,sp,q ¨ Sr,sp,q.
Another application of the induction assumption asserts that the above inequality is sharp.
Therefore, the inequalities in (7.13) and (7.14) can be improved to identities.
Having established some computations for hZpKq, we point out the following analogue
of Theorem 6, which follows from [DS, Theorem, 1.17].
Theorem 7.15. Suppose pW,Sq : pY,Kq Ñ pY 1,K 1q is a homology concordance and that:
hZpY,Kq ` 4hpY q ‰ 0. (7.16)
Then there exists a traceless representation pi1pW zSq Ñ SUp2q which extends non-abelian
traceless representations of pi1pY zKq and pi1pY 1zK 1q.
This provides different examples than does Theorem 6, simply because hZ and ´σ{2 are
linearly independent homomorphisms from the homology concordance group to the integers,
as follows from the above computations. For example, for K “ T3,4# ´ T2,7, we have
hZpKq “ 1 while ´σpKq{2 “ 0. In this case, for a homology concordance pW,Sq from
K to itself, Theorem 7.15 implies the existence of a non-abelian traceless representation of
pi1pW zSq into SUp2q, while Theorem 6 gives no information.
We may extend the results of this section for slightly more general coefficient rings. For
example, the results of this section (definition of non-orientable cobordism maps and the
implications for hS ) extends word for word to the case thatS is an abelian group. Also,
Lemma 2.40 implies that we have similar results for hS in the case that S is an integral
domain algebra over ZrU˘1, T˘1s{pT 4 ´ 1q.
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